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CVedication.__,
Identified with Clemson for more than thirty
yPars, Mr. J. C. Littlejohn has had an opportunity to know Clemson students and Clemson
men as few others have. During his student
days he was actively affiliated with student
or gan izations. As Registrar of the College he
has known a host of students rather intimately.
In this work he saw beyond the mechanics of
his otl ice and often had revealed to him the
ambitions and heartaches of hundreds of par@nts and students. As Business Manager of
the College he has not lost touch with student
affairs, but rather has become more intimately
connected with their activities.
As a friend of the Clemson College Y. M.
C. A. and a member of its Advisory Board, as
a dirc>e:.tor 0f student affairs, and as a man who
has done far more than his share toward building a finer and more e ndurin g Clemson, we
salute the Business Manager of Clemson College and dedicate the Handbook of 1937-38 to
a friend of all true Clemson men.

MR. J.C. LITTLEJOHN
Bu s. Manager, Clemson College

THE Y. M. C. A. HANDBOOK
The HANDBOOK is published annually by
the Young Men's Christian Association of
Clemson College in an earnest effort to aid the
members of the incoming freshman class to get
started off in college on the right foot. Through
the pages of this little book the daily merrygo-round of life on the college campus is presented with the hope that it may clear up some
of the problems that new men will possibly be
confronted with.
The Editor-in-Chief of the HANDBOOK is
appointed by the officials of the Y. M. C. A., and
he appoints his committee to assist him in the
publication of the book. This committee is
usually made up of members of the Junor
and Senior classes.
The HANDBOOK is always written to an
ideal-that ideal of UNSELFISH SERVICE
which prompts students forgetting their own
selfish ends to strive for their friends, their
schoo l, and their church; that ideal which
makes students, forgetting self, strive for
higher, nobler outreaches of aid and service
to their fellowman.

A NEW DEAL-A NEW PLANPAY CASH
And buy the best for less

Abbot Furniture Co.
SENECA, S. C.

L. E. TERRELL, JR.
Editor-in-Chief Y Handbook

If It's a Nice Watch, a Diamond or a
Gift for Any Occasion-TRY,

Cochran's
Anderson's Leading Jewelers
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COLLEGE CALENDAR, SESSION 1937-1938

1937
Entrance Examinations ____ September 6 and 7
Matriculation, new students (8 A.M. to 6 P.M.)
September 8
First payment clue Treasurer,
September 8

new students

Matriculation, upper classmen (8 A.M. to 6
P.M.), September 13
First payment due Treasurer, upper classmen
September 13
Registration,

upper

classmen,

September

14

Second payment clue Treasurer, all students
November 18
Thanksgiving Day (holiday) __ November 25
Christmas Holidays begin at 12 Noon, December' 18
1938
Christmas Holidays encl at 10 P .M., January 2
First Semes ter ends ______________ January 29
Third payment due Treasurer, all students
January 31
Registration, Second Semester __ January 31
Mid-Year Graduating Exercises __ February 1
Fourth Payment due Treasurer, all students
April 1
Final College Examinations end ______ May 28
Commencement Exercises begin ______ May 29
Graduating Exercises ___
___ May 31
The above schedu le is subject to change by
the Faculty. The schedule for the 1937 summer school will be announced in the summer
school catalog.

ALMA MATER
(A. C. Corcoran, '19)

Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness,
Where the Tigers play ;
Here the sons of dear old Clemson
Reign supreme always.
CHORUS
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph,
And with all our might,
That the Tiger's roar may echo
O'er the mountain height.
We will dream of greater conquests
For our past is grand.
And her sons have fought and conquered
Every foreign lane.I.
Where the mountains smile in grandeur
O'er the hill and dale,
Here the Tiger lair is nestling
Swept by storm and gale.
We are brothers strong in manhood,
For we work and strive;
And our Alma Mater reigneth
Ever in our lives.
(When this song is played or sung at student gatherings or on other occasions all will
stand with heads uncovered.)

BOOK I
General
InformatioYL.J
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THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

The Administration Building is the most
conspicuously located building on the campus.
This ivy covered building, which towers far
above its surroundings, is a sight which attracts wide and favorable attention to the
school.
The Building itself has four floors and a
basement. On the ground floor are found the
Executive offices which include those of the
President, the Registrar, the Business Manager, the Treasurer, and the Commandant of
Cadets. In the basement is located the efficient Physics Department.
On the three floors above are found the
offices of the Dean of the General Science
Departrr ent anJ the Dean of the Education
Department. Besides these offices there are
almost a score of classrooms. Here Clemson
cadets come to receive instruction in such subects as English, Physics, Mathematics, Modern
Languages, Sociology, History, Criminology,
Economics, Education, and Military Science.
At the nnrth end of the Administration
Building is the College Auditorium, the scene
of many important events in the life of a
Clemson cadet, which has a seating capacity
of about eighteen hundred.

CALL

Clemson Cash Grocery
Co.
Phone 143

We Deliver
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WELCOME
Welcome Freshmen : Entering college is one of the great events
in a boy's experience that give direction to his
life and determine his career. He must make
many choices, such as the choice of courses,
friends, habits, and ideals.
"There will always be dangers to face;
There will always be goals to take,
And men shall be tried when the roads divide,
And proved by the choice they make."
There are many mistakes a student may
make. 0 ne of the most serious is to credit
the erroneous Lelief that those who make high
grades in college do not succeed in life so well
as those who make lower grades and give more
attention to outside activities. Of course, it is
well to participate in these activites, but not
to such extent as to interfere with success in
class work.
President Gifford of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company made a study of
3,806 college men by dividing them into four
grades as to scholarship. The results were
all in favor of the brilliant scholar as a succc·ss in business.
Dr. Hugh A. Smith of the University of
Wisconsin made comparisons between college
grades and election to Who's Who in America.
Nine of the twelve highest-record men were
in Who's Who, while only one of the eightyone lower-record men had qualified.
Colonel R. I. Rees of the Bell Telephone
System, who studied the comparative importance of scholastic work and outside activities.
concluded that the student "should so budget
his time that he give his major attention and
concentration to the important objective of
his college life--education-and relate his other
obligations in a proper balance to this main
objective."
G. E. Metz, Registrar.

GENERAL INFORMATION

DR. E. W. SIKES
President Clemson Co llege
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L. C. Martin
Drug Co.
P . S. McCOLLUM, Owner

The Official College
Book and Supply Store

Shaeffer & Parker Pens
College Jewelry
Stationery & Novelties

Modern Soda Fountain
with Sandwiches
Drinks, Cakes,
Cigars & Tobacco
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CHARACTER AND CAREER
Broadly speaking, the question of results of
attending college presents itself in a twofold
aspect. First as to character and second as
to career. It is during your freshman year
that you shou ld decide whether you shall make
for yourself a noble character, a great career,
or a combination of the two.
As to character: Are you going to live a
straight life? Are you going to reject every
kind of deceit and untruthfulness'/ Are you
going to keep your tongue from evil, to speak
no s lander or impurity, nor listen to it? Character is dependent upon such a decision, and it
takes a real man to choose. 0 ne's character is
also bound up with choice. Yes, some do drift
into their life's work. Still others are shoved
into it by parents or circumstances, or a combmation of both. A few are born into their
work like kings. What is better than all thisOne can and one should choose his life's work.
Yet a well-chosen vocation is a weak asset
unless it be combined with a noble character.
Character- the secret of statesmen and the
patent of nobility in a gentleman. Men have
fought for it and women have died for it. What
shall you do?
A poet once wrote:"For w hen the one great scorer comes
To write against your name,
He writes not that you won or lost,
But how you played the game."

Now is the time for you to begin building a
life--a life that will signify something and
hold a place in the memories of those who
knew you as a Clemson Cadet who possessed
lh~ g-reatest traits of mankind- CHARACTER
and CAREER.
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DIRECTORY OF COLLEGE OFFICERS
President_ __________________ Dr. E. W. Sikes
Commandant_ _________ Col. Charles W. Weeks
PMS&T __ __ ____________ Col. Charles W. Weeks
Registrar ________________________ G. E. Metz
Treasurer _____________________ S. W. Evans
Business Manager _________ J_ C. Littlejohn
Chairman of Board of Trustees __ W.W. Bradley
Deans of Schools

School
School
School
School
School
School

of Agriculture _________ Dr. H. P. Cooper
of Chemistry __ Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun
of General Science ____ Dr. D. W. Daniel
of Engineering _____ Dr. S. B. Earle
of Vocational Ed. ____ W. H. Washington
of Textiles ________________ H. H. Willis
Pastors of Churches

Baptist_ ____________________ Rev. J. K. Goode
Methodist_ ______________ Rev. H. 0. Chambers
Presbyterian ___ ._________ Rev. S. J. L . Crouch
Epis copalian _______________ Rev. D. J. Veale
Ca tho!ic ____________________________ _
Other Officers

Extension ____ ________________ D. W. Watkins
Librarian ______________ Miss Cornelia Graham
Hospital _____________ ·----Dr. Lee W. Milford
Mess Officer _______________ ____J_ D. Harcombe

GENERAL INFORMATION
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T. I. STAFFORD
President of Senior Class

SENIOR DISCIPLINARY COUNCIL
The Senior Disciplinary Council has direct
supervision over student relationships. It is
composed of the officers of the Senior Class
and usually seven other members selected by
vote by the members of the Senior Class. The
President of the Senior Class is automatically
named chairman of the Senior Council.

18
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DEPARTMENTAL HEADS

Agronomy
________________ H. P. Cooper
Agricultural Economics
G. H . Aull
Animal Husbandry ___ _: _________ L. V. Stai·key
Architecture ______ ------·---- _
R. E. Lee
Chem istry
_____ _________ F. H. H . Calhoun
Civil Engineering ____ __________ E. L. Clarke
Dairy __________________________ J. P. Lamaster
Economics anti Government_ ___ G. R. Sherrill
Electrical Engineering __________ S. R. Rhodes
English ______________________ __D. W. Daniel
Geology and Mineralogy ______ F. H. H. Calhoun
History _____ __________________ A. G. Holmes
Horticulture __________________ A. M. Musser
Mathematics _____________ ___ ___s. M. Martin
Mechanical Engineering ______
_ S. B. Earle
Military Science ___ __________ Col. C. W. Weeks
Modern Languages _____________ 0. P . Rhyne
Physics _____________________ W . E . Godfrey
Poultry Husbandry ____________ C. L. Morgan
Religion _____
_ _____ s. J. L. Crouch
Sociology and Psychology ______ H. C. Brearley
Textile Chemistry ______ _ ________ J. Lindsay
Veterinary Science
____ Dr. Feeley
Vocationa l Education _____ _w. H. Washington
Weaving and Designing ________ A. E. McKenna
Yarn Manufac!.uring
R . K. Eaton
Zoology and Entomology
F. Sherman

T. E. STANLEY
Editor-in-Chief Taps

J.C. WILmNSON
Editor-in-Chief Tiger
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PUBLICATIONS

During the course of the year four publications are edited by members of the Cadet Corps.
The TIGER, official student publication, is
published weekly. The "Y" HANDBOOK is issued in the fall for the benefit of the Freshman Class. TAPS is the college annual issued
to the students each spring. The BRIGADIER,
published monthly, is the college literary and
humor magazine.
Since its founding in 1907, the TIGER has
played an important part in student affairs.
For the past several years the responsibility
for editing and publishing the paper has been
left to the student staff entirely, and now it
is published without faculty supervision or
censorship. The TIGER is published every
Thursday afternoon and distributed to all
rooms in barracks. The TIGER has a wekly
circulation of twenty-five hundred.
The Y. M. C. A. HANDBOOK, is published
chiefly for the information of Freshman and it
i~ referred to many times as the "Freshman
Y Handbook." Every Freshman gets a copy
of the handbook, which will be particularly
valuable to him because of the explanations
presented therein.
The HANDBOOK is published by the Young
Men's Christian Association and under the
supervision of one of the secretaries, but the
material is prepared and edited by the HANDBOOK Staff, which is composed of students.
Upperclassmen and faculty men find the
HANDBOOK valuable, and many of them use
it throughout each year.
TAPS, the cadet annual, yearly summarizes
the activities of the cadet corps, makes a

GENERAL INFORMATION
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permanent record of the scenes and events o f
the year, and provides a medium for recalling
the memories of years spent as a member of
the corps. The annual is also published without faculty supervision or censorship. In
recent years the TAPS has gained national
recogn ition as one of the leading student pubI ications of the nation.
The BRIGADIER, the college literary magazine, is in its first year of publication and
a place is foreseen for it among Clen1son's
publications. Besides containing literary contributions written by the students themselves,
ii also contains cartoons and bits of humor in
cornrr.on with other collPge humor n1agazines .
The BRIGADIER is also published without
faculty censorship.

Heyward Mahon
Company
GREENVILLE

College Clothes of Distinction
Clemson Headquarters in Greenville

~
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HOSTESS
ICE CREAM

Greenville
Ice Cream Co.
711 West Washington Street
Greenville, S. C.

GENERAL INFORMATION
A DREAM
Chisel in hand stood a sculptor boy
With his marble block before him,
And his face lit up with a gleam of joy
When his life dream passed before him.
He carved it well on the shapeless stone,
With many a sharp incision,

That angel dream he made his own,
His own that angel vision.
Sculptors of life are we as we stand
With our souls uncarved before us,
Waiting the time when at God's command
Our life dream shall pass o'er us;
Tf we carve it well on the shapeless stone
With many a sharp incision,
Thnt angel dream we make our own,
Our own that angel vision.
-George W. Doane.

A PRAYER
Where e'er thou be,
On land, or sea,
Ur in the air,

This 1ittle prayer
I pray for thee.
God keep thee ever
!•'ace to the light,
Thine armor bright,
Thy scutcheon white,
That no despite
'11hine honor smite.
God keep thee ever. heart's delight,
And guard thee whole-Sweet body, soul,
And spirit highThat live or die
Thou glorify
His majesty,
And ever be
Within his sight
His true a ncl stain less
Sweet and sinless
Perfect knight.
Selected.

23
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"Fort Hill ," the John C. Calhoun Mansion

The John C. Calhoun Mansion, named Fort
H.ill by Ca lhoun, is one of South Carolina's
shrines, and is visited yearly by hundreds of
persons from all over t he state.
The mansion is situated south of and adjacent to the dormitories. The or iginal building, called "Clergy Hall," was erected in the
year 1807 by the Rev. James McElhenny. The
home was acquired by John C. Calhoun in
1826, and occupied by him and his wife until
their deaths, whereupon the house passed into
the hands of Thomas G. Clemson, who had
married Lhe daughter of John C. Calhoun.
Several pieces of furniture and other in teresting and historical relics, formerly property
of the Calhouns and the Clemsons, are carefully preserved in the Mansion, w h er e they may
be seen by visitors. Visitors are shown throug h
the old home by a descendant of John C.
Calhoun, during regular visiting hours. The
home is preserved by the College in accordance
with Mr. Clemson's will, and is the pride of
the cadet corps.
In the spri ng of 1936 a gigantic pageant of
ten ep isodes and eight hundred actors paid
tribute to Fort Hill; and the proceeds were
us ed to further preserve and beautify the old
home.

26
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The South Carolina
National Bank

Anderson, S. C.

Seneca, S. C.

Member of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation
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THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Keeping the alumni in touch with each other
and with the college is the job of the Clemson
Alumni Association, which is made up of graduates and former students of Clemson. The
Association maintains an office on the can,pus,
in wh ich are kept records of the current and
past activities and addresses of each graduate
or rorl"l"er student.
Local chapters in principal towns in South
Carolina and larger cities of the nation assist
in keeping the a lumni together. These are assisted through the Clemson office.
Annual me<>tings of the Association are held
at Clemson during the Commencement week in
June. Officers are elected at this time, and
class reunions are conducted at various places
on the campus. Officers of the Alumni Association for 1936 were W. D. Barnette, President; L. R. Booker and Frank Jervey, VicePresidents; J. H. Woodward, Secretary, and
Saq1uel W. Evans, Treasurer.
In recent years an Alumni Organi7~tion
entitled "The Iptay," has been formed, ancl
now contains over one hundred and sixty members. It is a secret order, and although members are selected. the group is large enough
to contribute favorably to the welfare of the
Colleg<'.

~
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Buy America's Choice Car

THE, FORD V-8

Pendleton Motor Co.
PENDLETON, S. C.
Phone 34
Wrecker Service

Repair Shop

The Fort Hill Depository
Complete Banking Facilities Except
Loans

Fort Hill Federal Savings and
Loan Association
Long term loans at low cost. Savings
plans for monthly investment; All
savings fully insured up to $5000
Dividend rate 4 %
Offices in Masonic Bldg., Clemson, S. C.
For further information see
F. C. ANDERSON

BOOK II
Information for
CJreshmerw
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ADVICE TO FRESHMEN

Clemson welcomes you. As a member of the
Cadet corps, as a student, as a man, and as a
future leader of tomorrow.
You are entering a new field of endeavor
with many new experiences awaiting your
decision. This is to be a real test of your
manhood; for the law of life is "labor." Only
to those who strive come the three great keys
to success : physical, mental, and spiritual

training.
You will find many helpful friends at Clemson if you prove yourself worthy-the faculty,
the upperclassmen, the Clemson "Y / ' the
religious organizations, and the churches.
Clemson welcomes you into a wonderful opportunity with other men who are seeking the
same chance to learn by doing, ''morning, noon,
and night, day in and day out, building character habits of correct thought and correct
action, and never giving up, striving not to
n1ake the same error twice, ever keeping in
mind the goal, a trained body, mind, and soul,
ready to meet and conquer its battles of everyday Jiving."
You are now entering the greatest part of
your educational career. You are placed on
your own from now on to make good---or fail.
The path will be hard and rough, and it will
take a man who can stand the gaff to stick
it out and make good.
But-why did you come to college anyway?
To beat out for four years and learn all the
habits that point towards failure? To learn
to make money? To get away from home? Or
to be a "big shot" when you return home ?
Maybe you are just the opposite type of person
11
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and came to learn, to widen your scope of
knowledge, broaden your horizon, develop culture and refinement, train your thinking proce~ses. increase your earning capacities and
your opportunity for service.
Wherever you stand, set your goal high and
do your utmost to reach it. Learn the traditions and customs of your college, and fall in
with the right crowd and make the next four
years the happiest, and most worthwhile years
of your life. The opportunity is yours-make
the best of it. Clemson offers you this opportunity- BE A GENTLEMAN.

FRESHMEN NOTICE
Others Know That

HOKE SLOAN'S
is the place to buy

Shoes, Clothes, Shirts, and Hats
Up-to-date Gent's Furnishings at
the right price
A Clemson Man in Business at
Clemson
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TIPS TO THE FROSH

You haven't come here for a rest cure, dear
freshman. Clemson is not a country club.
Try plugging and spend four happy and useful
years here.
Clemson offers you many opportunities for
success, and blame for failure will be on you.
Your folks are sending you here with the belief that you will succeed. Do not disappoint
them.
Remember-studies come first. After that
you may find some spare time. Do not waste
it. Go out for athletics if you are so inclined.
If you can sing, go out for the glee club or
quartet. Find some activity that will interest
you. The library is open all day and every
night. Go there and read if you wish. Then
take out books to be read in your room. Visit
the Y- you are always welcome there. Take
walks to points of interest on or near the
campus.

Here is a list of some of the things you
should familiarize yourself with while at col•
lege. See if you don't get more out of college
by putting them into practice.
1. Write home often.

2. Learn the traditions of the college.
3. Be courteous-it pays a good dividend.
4. Speak correctly;
conversation.

use

clean

speech

in

5. Cultivate a happy disposition; no one
I ikes a grouch.
6. Protect your health by eating properly.
7. Observe good table manners.
8. Be appreciative and show your appre•
ciation of little things.
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9. Be self-dependent.
10. Study throughout the semester, so that
you won't have to cram for exam s.
11. De wide awake; weigh ever y statement
and give it proper value.
12. Avoid the accumulation of debts.
13. Keep an expenditure budget; learn the
value of a dollar.
14. Estimate habits of regularity and temperance.
15. Choose the right type of friend s; " A man
is judged by the company he keeps."
16. Be honest, congenial , and willing to
learn ; nothing is givtn to you.
17. Think and work, the two main keys to
success.
18. B~ A GENTLEMAN-the highest calling of man.

Ballenger Motor Co.
Chrysler-Plymouth
International Trucks

-- ---

SALES AND SERVICE
Seneca, S. C.

Phone 230
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UNWRITTEN LAWS FOR A FRESHMAN
A Clemson Man : 1. Speaks to every cadet and every professor at every opportunity.
2. Leaves the door onen while in a room
where the occupants are out.
3. Leaves a note when he borrows something from another's room.
4. Never yells rude, insulting, or noisy remarks at g irls passing in front of barracks.
and stays away from the windows when not
fully drle:'sed.
5. Learns the college songs and yells as
soon as possible.
6. Thanks the driver of a car who has given
him a ride and offers to help the driver if he
has trouble while the cadet is with him.
7. Dresses neatly and is a gentleman on
week-end leave, corps trips, and especially so
when he has on the college uniform.
8. Never "razzes" a referee or umpire.
9. Keeps quiet during intercollegiate boxing bouts .
10. Keeps silence when in the hospital and
library.
11. Never tampers with another's mail.
12. Never attempts to smoke at any unauthorized place on the campus.
13. Pays his debts at local stores.
14. Respects the principles and regulations of
the college.
15. Comes to attention and holds the salute
while the "Star Spangled Banner" or "To
The Colors" is being played if in the co)lege
uniform, and if in civilian dress uncovers and
stands at attenton.
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16. Salutes an army or senior officer when
meeting him on the can1pus.
·
17. Is always honest in the class room, regardless of what he may see others doing.
18. Attends all athletic contests and follows
organized cheers of the cheer leader.
19. Respects the rights of others in the
theater by not talking and laughing at the
wrong time.
20. Realizes that someone is making a
sacrifice to give him the opportunity to be at
Clemson and consequently makes use of his
time to the best advantage by conscientious
work. whether it be his study time or his
leisure time; he both plays hard and works
hard.

SENECA HARDWARE CO.
Across the street from the
Picture Show
Mill Supplies, Builders' Hardware,
China, Glassware, Electrical Supplies,
Kitchen Ware, BPS Paints, Sporting
Goods.
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CLASS OF 1941:

To the class of 1941 :
You are to find the upperclassman an odd
animal, but be lenient with him. He has some
uses : he knows the ropes and can therefore
be of service in countless ways. Give him a
chance and profit by the mistakes that he has
made. There's no use in repeating the bad
things that he's done. He won't go about
bragging about them though; so you will
have to go half way with your questions if you
are to get all the answers you want.
There are several things about your new
Alma Mater that n1any boys never know, or
never know until too late to get as much from
them as they are due. One of these things
is the vast size of the benefits that the Y. M .
C. A. itself affords. It is almost a world
within itself. You can step in its well equipped rooms and eat in the tea-room . You
can exercise in the gym or swim in the pool.
You can see the latest shows in its movine
picture theatre. You can go to good, inexpensive dances at its socials. You can worship in its religious programs.
Plan your course. There must be some reason that you chose it. There has to be some
phase in which you feel that you are, or would
be, particularly interested. Plan your elective
subjects with the help of your advisors within
your course so that you will get the most good
for your time. Don't waste valuable time in
learning :,;omething unnecessary when there is
so much to learn in your field.
You will live at Clemson for at least four
years if you stick with us. Learn your campus
neighbors . Cultivate the friendship of your
professors without trying to curry favor, or
even seeming to. Try to inject yourself into
the bloodstream of this busy community.
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If you get the opportunity, meet people in
the nearby towns. Friends anywhere are an
asset.

In barracks you will meet your new ufamily,"
the boys of your company and particularly
your room-mates. Make their acquaintance
and show that you want to be a friend to them
all. If you want a friend, s how yourself to be
a friend.
Last of all, make it a practice to shoot square
all around. Shoot square to your school, your
professors, your classmates, and yourself. In
other words; be the sort of fellow you'll want
your son to be if and when . . . .
Do these things, and your life at Clemson
will be full, useful, and happy. What more
can you want?
An Upperclassman.

Perry-Mann Electric Co.
COLUMBIA, S. C.
Distributors of

General Electric Radios,
Appliances and
Construction Supplies
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Y. M. C. A. ACTI VITIES

Located in the heart of the campus between
Main Building and the town proper is the
Clemson College Y. M. C. A. Building. Here,
dear freshmen, is a wonderful opportunity for
you to find something that you will enjoy doing
during your spare time. The Clemson Y has
a varied program, and numerous activities are
carried out during the school year and through
the summer months.
The freshmen forums organized on the company halls give you a chance to become actively
associated with the Y. You will be asked to
join one of these groups and to join it with
the fellowship found there. Here you have
a wonderful opportunity to develop your
qualities of leadership.
The freshman council, a group made up of
the most outstanding members of the freshmen
forums, is a lso sponsored by the Y. This
council is organized the latter part of the first
semester and meets weekly in the Y. M. C. A.
Clubrooms.
The Y. M. C. A. Deputation Team offers you
an opportunity to express yourself both in
music and in speech to the various schools and
churches visited over the South throughout
the year. Freshmen are invited to try out
for the team.
Vesper services are held in the Y auditorium
every Sunday afternoon and night. You are
always welcome to these services. Travel reels
are run before and after the services. The
programs are uniquely arranged, having either
local or visiting speakers and musicians.

The Intramural Sports program is proving
quite popular on the Clemson campus. Here
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you are offered an opportunity to engage in
more than twenty different sports, all of which
are under the direction and sponsorship of the
local Y association.
Regular week-end socials are sponsored by
the Y on Friday and Saturday night. You are
invited to attend all of these socials. Here
you have a chance to meet many of the campus
girls and girls from nearby towns and cities,
and at the same time become more closely associated with the cadets.
The pool, basketball courts, bowling alleys,
wrestling mats, are all for your use; so go
down· and take advantage of this splendid opportunity.

Anderson's Service
Station
SINCLAIR PRODUCTS
Washing - 'Greasing CLEMSON, S. C.

Polishing
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PERSONNEL RECORD

There is a report kept in Registrar's office
quite different from that of your grade record.
This is known as the personnel record and includes those traits which do not a lways s how
on the class card. This record is compiled from
reports from the professors in the classroom
and the adm inistrative officials of the college.
When an emp loyer comes to look for a man for
a particular job, ofttimes he is more interested
in this r ecord than in the grades a man has
made.
You a r e making your record at a ll times,
whether in the class room or on the athletic
field, at a lyceum performance or elsewhere.
Watch the record you make. You are the one
that determines what your record is to be like.
Clemson is anxious to make the world a better
place in wh ich to live. You can do your little
part by making a good record while attending
the college.

Bodiford Dry Cleaners
DRY CLEANING, PRESSING, AND
ALTERATIONS
Call for and Delivery Service
PHONE 31-J

SUIT GIVEN AWAY FREE
Dec. 1,

March 1,

June 1
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BOTTLED

Clean

Pure

Refreshing

It HAD to be good to
get where it is.

BOOK III
CGhe eallege...,
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THE COLLEGE
Location
Clemson A. & M. College, at Clemson, S. C.,
nestles in the foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains in northern Oconee County. The Colleire
is located on the old Fort Hill homestead of
John C. Calhoun, famous South Carolina statesman, within an hour's journey of Greenville
and Anderson, S. C.
The campus, comprising over 200 acres and
laid out in walks, drives, and lawns, has an
elevation of 800 feet above sea level, and commands an excellent view of the mountains to
the north and west, some of which rise to
an altitude of over five thousand feet, and can
be seen on a clear day over thirty-fl ve miles
away.

Through Clemson pass State Highways 13
and 24, and a bus service is maintained which
operates daily at regular intervals. A mile
from Clemson is Calhoun, a station on the
Southern Railway, while the Blue Ridge Line
stops at Pendleton, four miles from the College.
rrhus, while Clemson may seem to be in a remote corner of the state, it is in reality in
excellent connection with South Carolina and
adjoining states.

THE COLLEGE
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Brief History
ln 1889, the General Assembly of South
Carolina accepted the bequest of Thomas G.
Clemson. This bequest set aside the bulk of
the Clemson estate for the founding of a scientific and technical college. The institution
was a lso establish ed under the Morrill Land Crnnt Act passed by the National Congress in
1862. Clemson College, therefore, is the Agricultural and Mechanical College of South Carolina and is a member of the national system of
Land-Grant Colleges and Universities.
To quote the Clemson w ill iri part:
" . . . . The d es ire to establish such a school
or college as I have provided for in my sai d last
will and testament, has existed with me for
many years past. and many years ago I determined to devote the bulk of my property
to the establishment of an Agricultural School
or College. To accomplish this purpose is now
the one great desire of my life . . . . "
Clemson's will provided for the location of
the college, a bequest of a large sum of mon ey,
which. considering the purchasing power at
the lime, probably has been only a few times
exceeded in a public benefaction in South Carolina, and for a board of Trustees of seven
members.
'fhe College was formally opened in July,
1893, with an enrollment of 446 students. The
fir~t graduating exerc ises were held in Decen1ber. 1896, with a graduating class numbering
thirty-seve n .

~
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The Library Building

The Library Building, one of the first buildings seen when entering the campus, houses
the main library of the college and the experiment station library. It contains approximately twenty thousand volumes and ten thousand
public documents and government publications,
besi<les most of the important periodicals and
newspapers.
To Roger Bacon is credited the true saying,
"Reading maketh a full man." It is a well
known fact that the extent and depth of the
knowledge gained by the student in any one
subject will definitely depend on the amount
of reference, parallel, and collateral material
which he obtains from his Library. The
Clemson College Library tries to aid the student in carrying out this aim, and succeeds
in a great many cases; the amount of aid it
can render depends to a large extent on the
student. The Library is, and has always stood,
in a prominent position on the campus. In the
Library the student, if he has a mind to and
the will to, can find the thought of the greatest
minds of all times, the brain-children of men
who have pushed the world forward.
Make the Library a habit. The Library card
which is given you by the Librarian contains
many spaces to record the borrowing of books ;
fill these spaces. Use the Library to its fullest
advantage. Become Library-conscious.

QUEEN'S
MARKET and GROCERIES
Western and Native Meats
Dressed Turkeys in Season
SENECA, S. C.
PHONE 75
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THE AGRICULTURAL BUILDING

At last Clemson has a new Agricultural
Building which adds a beauty and attractiveness to the campus that it has not had before.
Although the new Agricultural Building has
been occupied only since the first part of May,
it looks as though it had been in the place
where it is for a long time.
The Agricultural Building is known as Long
Hall and has been so named in honor of the
late Dr. W. W. Long, for many years director
of the Extension Service. The building is of
fi repr,oof construction and is planned for
every convenience to n1eet the demands of
mo<lern times.
This structure, consisting of three floors and
a basement, was erected at a cost of $400,000
by the W.P.A. In structure it resembles the
Engineering Building.
The Agricultural Building fills a need which
has long been felt in the Agricultural Department. Prior to the occupation of this structure a large part of the agricultural teaching
had been done in the Dairy Building, in the
Chemistry Building, in the Administration
Building, and in the Library. The new
building, now completed, has relieved the
crowded conditions in the above-mentioned
buildings, and will centralize the agricultural
instruction.
THE EDUCATIONAL BUILDING

Clemson's Vocational Educational School
is one of the few in the United States that
has a separate building for its teacher-training
program. In this new building , which was
not occupied until the early summer, provisions have been made for offices of the dean,
heads of the various departments and their
assistants, an industrial laboratory, and adequate classrooms.
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A well-supplied departmental library of
several huntlr..:?d volumes as well as current
publications related to many phases of Vocational Ecldcation and related subjects forms
an important unit in the department's work.
This•new struclure is located directly behind
Lhe new Agricultural Building.

THE BARRACKS
The cadet barracks comprise three large
brick buildings, called by the cadets First,
Second, and Third Barracks, and also the new
group of four barracks known simply as
"Nc,v Barracks." All of these barracks are
steam
heated,
electrically
lighted,
and
abundantly supplied with hot and cold water.
The six hundred and sixty rooms in these
barracks are furnished with single width iron
cots and other necessary appointments.
The barracks are divided into "halls" for
military purposes, a unit being assigned to a
hall under the superv ision of a cadet company commander. A guard room is located
in lh~ First. Barracks, and cadet officers remain
on duty here both day and night for purposes
of delivering messages, etc., to the students.
In the basement of Barracks No. 1 are the
college dining hall and kitchen, which are
under the supervision of the college mess officer. All students living in barracks eat in
the mess hall. Also contained in this barracks are the offices of the TIGER and the
TAPS, the College newspaper and the cadet
anntial.
The four units of the uNew Barracks,"
located directly behind the Textile Building,
contain iwo hundred and ten rooms and are
fireJ>roof th roughout. Besides housing four
huudred cadets, these barracks contain a
splPudid band room, ample dressing rooms for
visiting athletic teams and a firinjl range
w hiclt is one of the best in the South.
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The Engineering Building

Located at the end of the Jong paved walk
from the south entrance of the Administration
Building is the Engineering Building, a rtlodernized, fireproof structure. In this spacious building are well-equipped classrooms, drawing
rooms, and laboratories for the Architectural
and Engineering students.
In the "Engine House," as it is called by
the students, is found on the first floor the
Dean's office and the Engineering Library;
there are also several class-rooms and laboratories, which are used mainly by the Electrical
Engineering students. On the second floor can
be seen the Architectural drawing and exhibit rooms, and the work room of Abraham
Davidson, Clemson student-sculptor, who has
just finished a statute of Thomas G. Clemson.
On the third story, in addition to the many
classrooms, is located the Auditorium, wherein
many lectures and educational motion pictures
and slides are presented. In the basement are
housed the Civil and Mechanical Engineering
laboratories.
In rear of the Building are the Shops, which
consist of three units: the woodshop, the
foundry, and the machine shop. In all of these
departments students receive practical instruction in wood and metal work.
In the spring of 1936, during the last school
sess ion , and Engineering -Architecture Day attracted thousands of visitors from all over the
state, as many interesting exhibits were shown,
illustrating the work done in the Engineering
Building.
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T he Dairy B u ildi ng
The Dairy Building is situated in rear of the
Library and near the Agricultural Building.
In this building, which consists of three floors
and a basement, are situated the dairy classrooms and laboratories, and the agricultural
economics classrooms.
On the first floor of this building are classrooms and instructors' and professors' offices.
On the second floor the same arrangement is
to be found. In the basement is the creamery
department and laboratories. In the creamery
department dairy products for commercial
campus uses, such as butter, cheese, ice cream,
cream, milk, and buttermilk, are prepared. In
the laboratories milk is tested for food value,
etc.
In the Dairy Building are taught Dairying,
Horticulture, Genetics, Poultry Husbandry,
Animal Husbandry, Rural Economics and
Sociology, and Farm Management.

O'NEAL - WILLIAMS

co.
Greenville, S . C.

Sporting Goods
and Radio
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The Textile Building

The Clemson College Textile Building is
situated between the barracks and the Y. M . C.
A., and is built to resemble an ordinary textile
mill. The Building consists of two floors, a
basement, and a government laboratory addition in the rear. The cornerstone of this building was hid ·in 1898.
Contained in the first floor of the Textile
Building are Government Textile Extension
offices, the ca1·ding and spinning rooms, and
several classrooms. On the second floor can
be found the weaving department, laboratories
and classrooms, while the basement contains
the Textile Chemistry Department, comprised
of dyeing and fabric analysis laboratories.
During 1935-1936 the U. S. Government
established a cotton-testing laboratory in
the rear of the 'Textile Building. This unit is
one of two in the United States, the other
being located in Texas. In this laboratory can
be found the most modern of testing equipment.

The machines which are used in the textile
courses, ,vhile not the most modern to be had,
are quite representative of the types to be found
in the mills, and offer to the student the same
principles of textile n1achinery which he will
encounteL' in hi::; work.
The Chemistry Building

The Chemistry Unit is composed of two buildings, located diagonally to each othe1· between
,he Engineering and the Administration Build
jngs, and opposite the Calhoun Mansion.
The oldest unit, which was erected in 1890,
contains the office of the Dean of the Chemi::.b:y
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Department, the offices of several of the professors, lect.ure rooms and laboratories. and
the office and laboratory of the Fertilizer
Ana]y$iS Department of the South Carolina
Fertilizer Board. Here samp les taken from
fertilizers throughout South Carolina are sent
for testing and approval.
The other unit, built in 1900, contains for
the most part laboratories for first-year and
advanced Chemistry students. There are also
sevet·1il lecture-rooms and professors' offices.
In t.he basement of this unit are housed the
:nipnlics, etc ., for the C11emistry Dcp3.rtment,
while t.he other basement. contains laboratories
of the Agricult.ural Chemist.ry students.

Natural Flavor, Natural Color

ORANGE CRUSH

Belton Bottling Co.
Incorporated 1905
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Use

SELIG'S QUALITY
PRODUCTS
Disinfectants
Insecticides
Liquid Toilet Soap
Liquid Scrub Soap
Floor Waxes and Polishes

THE SELIG CO.
ATLANTA

Manufacturers
" In Your Service Since 1896"
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COL. C. W. WEEKS
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ARMY DISCIPLINE
"The discipline that makes the soldiers of a
free country reliable in battle is not to be
gained by harsh or tyrannical treatment. On
the contrary, such treatment is far more likely
to destroy than make an army. It is possible
to impart instruction and to give commands
in such a manner and in such a tone of voice
as to inspire in the soldier no feeling but an
intense desire to obey. The one mode or the
other of dealing subordinates springs from a
corresponding spirit in the breast of the commander. He who feels the respect that is due
to others cannot fail to inspire in them the
regard for himself; while he who feels, and
hence manifests, disrespect towards others,
especially his inferiors, cannot fail to inspire
hatred against himself."
(Quoted by Major-General John M. Schofield
in an address to the U. S. Corps of Cadets
August 11, 1877 .)
INSIGNIA OF CADET OFFICERS
(Shirts )
Cadet Colonel ___________________ 3 diamonds
Lieut. Colonel ___________________ 2 diamonds
Major ---------------------------Captain
_______________________ 13 diamond
buttons
First Lieutenant ___________ _______ 2 buttons
Second Lieutenant __ ------·
1 button
Regimental Sgt. Major _
3 stripes
(3 arcs)
Regimental Supply Sgt. _
3 stripes
(3 bars)
Batta Iion Sgt. Maior ____ _
3 stripes
(2 arcs)
Color Sergeant _
3 stripes
(star)
First Sergeant _
_ 3 stripes
(lozenge)
Supply Sergeant
____ ·--- 3 stripes
(1 bar)
Line Sergeant __ ___ _______ ___ _______ 3 stripes
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INSIGNIA OF CADET OFFICERS
(Blouses)
Cadet ColoneL _______ _____________ 6 chevrons
(silver eagle)
Lieut. Colonel_ ___________________ 6 chevrons
(silver oak leaf)
Major ________________ ___________ 5 chevrons
(gold oak leaf)
Regimental Adjutant _____________ 4 chevrons
(4 arcs )
Captain ____
___________________ 4 chevrons
Battalion Adjutant ____________ 3 chevrons
(3 arcs)
Lieutenant __
_ ______________ 3 chevrons
Regimental Sgt. Major _ ·--------- 2 chevrons
(3 arcs)
Battalion Sgt. Major ______________ 2 chevrons
(2 arcs)

First Sergeant ____________________ 2
(lozenge)
Color Sergeant __________________ 2
(star)
Supply Sergeant_ __________________ 2
(1 bar)
Line Sergeant_ ____________________ 2
(upper arm)
Corporal __________________________ 2
(lower arm)

chevrons

chevrons
chevrons
chevrons
chevrons

PURPOSE
Composed of more than fifteen hundred
cadets, the Clemson brigade holds the distinction of being the largest infantry unit of any
R. 0. T. C. College in the United States. So
large an organization must of necessity have
some form of government whereby it may
function in the most efficient and useful manner . This government is provided by organ izing the student body into a military unit
desigined after the regular army_
All cadet officers are appointed by the Commandant, by and with the consent of the President. Commissioned officers are appointed
from the Senior Class, and non-commissioned
officers from the Sophomore and Junior Classes.
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The smallest unit of the Brigade is called a
squad and is composed of seven men with a
corporal in charge. The next larger unit is the
platoon made up of five or six squads and commanded by a lieutenant, aided by a platoon
sergeant. Two platoons comprise a company,
which is under the command of a Captain.
Four companies make up a battalion, which is
under the command of a Lieutenant Colonel.
Two battalions comprise a regiment, commanded by a Colonel, and the two regiments
are formed into a Brigade with the Cadet
Colonel and Brigade Staff in charge.

ARMY COMMISSIONS
Under the Act of Congress, approved June
4, 1920, for making further and more effective
provisions for the national defense, comm issions in the grade of second lieutenant in the
United States Army are now made:
(1) from graduates of the United States
Military Academy.
(2) from warrant officers and enlisted men
of the Regular Army between the ages of 21
and 30.
(3) from Reserve officers and from officers,
warrant officers, and enlisted men of the National Guard, members of the enlisted Reserved
Corps, and graduates between the ages of 21
and 30 years, of technical institutions approved
by the Secretary of War.
Graduates who have completed the time required by the Reserve Officers Training Corps
regulations are eligible upon recommendation
of the Professor of Military Science and Tactics for assignment as second lieutenants in
the Regular Army, when vacancies occur, subw
iect to physical examination only.
Graduates are also eligible to enter the Army
Air Corps as (lying cadets of the United States
Academies at Kelly Field or Randolph Field,
in Texas, or Langley Field, in Florida. They
are exempt from all examinations but the physical examinations.
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F. L. BELL
Briirade Colonel

DIRECTORY OF STUDENT OFFICERS
Brigade Colone!___
F. L. Bell
Brigade Executive (Lt. Col.)
_ R. J. Farmer
Regim ental Colonels_ ___
W. R. Cheves and
T. I. Stafford
Regimental Executives (Lt. Cols.)
A. E. Stalvey and B. S. Jordan
Senior Class Officers
President -----------------· __ T. I. Stafford
Vice President __ _ __ _____ _F. W. Bagnal
Secretary-Treasurer ________ __ \V. F. Davis
Historian ----· ---· ________
J. C. Wilkinso n
Editor-in-Chief Tiger _______ J_ C.
Associate Editor ____________ W.
Editor-in-Chief Taps ___________ T.
Bus.-Mgr. Taps _________________ B.

Wilkinson
R. Cheves
E. Stavley
S. Jordan
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MI LIT ARY STAFF
Commandant __________ Col. Chas. W. Weeks
P. M. S. & T. ___________ Col. Chas. W. Weeks
Adjutant
_____________ Major A. H. Dumas
Instructor M. S. & T. __ Major G. I. Ramsey
Instructor M. S. & T. __ Major D. E. Barnett
Instructor M. S. & T. ___ Major R. F. Walthour
In strnctor M. S. & T. ___ Major J. P. Gammon
Instructor M. S. & T. ___________ Staff Sgt. G. E.
Naramor
Instructor M. S. & T. __ Sgt. H. W. Wilkerson
Instructor M. S. & T ., ____ Sgt. K. R. Helton

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
General Hardware, Farming implements, Plumbing Supplies, Mill Supplies, Builders Hardware, Athletic Supplies, Stoves and Ranges, Household
Supplies, Paint.
We Solicit Your Patronage and Assure
You of Our Appreciation of the Smallest Purchase.
Anderson, Belton, Greenville, Greer,
Spartanburg
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Our Twelve years service has been
made possible throug·h the patronage of this college and its alumni.
WE THANK YOU

The Office Equipment
W. G. KING, President

Phone 105

Greenville, S. C.

BOOK V

y. cOrC. e. cA.

1/,
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THE Y. M. C. A. BUILDING

The Clemson College Young Men's Christian
Association Building was erected in 1915 with
the aid of the Rockefeller foundation S50,000,
the Board of Trustees S15,000, and the student
body S10,000. Through the efforts of those
interested in the building, Clemson today has
one of the most modernly equipped Y. M. C. A.
Buildings in the country and one which is
indeed an asset to the student body and the
faculty.
The basement floor houses the recreation activities of the association, the cafe and the
barber shop. Many students find it advantageous to spend many of their leisure hours
here in the swimming pool, playing basketball,
volleyball, hand ball, in the bowling alley and
elsewhere.
In the right wing of the main floor are the
pool tables and the Y candy shop. Just in
rear of the center lobby is the auditorium.
Here are shown daily the most recently released
pictures at very reasonable prices. Up-to-date
Western Electric talking picture equipment is
installed here for this purpose. On the left
of the main lobby are the club rooms which are
used weekly for various forms of social gatherings and entertainments by both students and
faculty .
Through the facilities of the recently installed electric pickup, an amplifier and several
large speakers are provided plenty of volume
to music for the socials sponsored each weekend. The top floor of the building h1mses a
number of convenient and comfortable rooms
for students and others desiring to stay there.
The Y Building is one of the most beautiful
and useful buildings on the campus. It is
there in an air of informality and friendliness
that people like to meet. You will always find
a sympathetic person at the desk willing to
help you in any way possible.

Y. M. C. A. BUILDING
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TO THE CLASS OF 1941

Congratulations !
You are now entering into the most wonderful opportunity, as well as one of the most
glorious adventures, of your life. Indeed, you
are one of the "privileged few/' so naturally,
you should decide right now to make the next
four years really count for something. We
feel that you have made an excellent decision
in choosing to attend Clemson, and we earnestly hope that you, too, will be proud to be
known as a "Clemson Man."

Some one has said that life itself is merely
a "series of decisions ." and throug-hout your
college career you will become more and more
aware of the s ignificance of that fact. Begin
now to distinguish between values, and to
choose only that which is most likely to better
prepare you for what the future holds in store.
Perhaps the most important decision that you
make at college is determined by the way in
which you spend your leisure time. It is
usually too late when we realize the great
extent that our lives have been affected by
s imply wasting time. Just remember that:
"Killing time isn't murder; it's suicide!"

It is here that I'd like to emphasize the OP·
portunities offered by the Y. M. C. A. to every
student at Clemson. Take advantage of these
p rivileges, fellow student, and you will discover the many benefits of living a Four~
Square life. Feel free to call upon any of
us at any time. We ' re pulling for you, fellows,
a nd we assure you of our sincere wishes for a
successfu1 career.

A. C. Payne, President,
Clemson Y . M. C. A.
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A. C. PAYNE
President of Y. M. C. A.
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L. E. TERRELL, JR.
Vice Pres. Y. M. C. A .

J. W. ADAMS
Recording Secretary
Y. M . C. A .
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CHIEF AIMS OF Y. M. C. A.
1. To lead young men to faith in God through

J es'us Christ.
2. To lead them into membership and service
in the Christian church.
3. To promote their growth in Christian faith
and character, especially in the study of the
Bible and daily prayer.
4. To influence them to devote themselves in
united effort with all Christians to make the
will of God effective in human society and to
extend the Kingdom of God throughout the
world.
5. To strive to serve all the students in the
best way possible and uphold the ideals and
policies of the institution which it serves.
PURPOSE
The Young Men's Christian Association is a
student organization which seeks constantly to
encourage wholesome Christian living. It
stands for the unity of spirit, mind, and body,
undet: the personality and teachings of Jesus.
On the college campus the "Y" plans its work
with the idea of keeping the Christian ideals
alive and providing a medium of expression
for the student's religious and humanitarian
nature. It does not attempt to force its ideals
upon anyone, but rather to make them available with the hope that an increasing number
of students will associate themselves with the
program, both for their own development and
for the services they may render to others.

Community Store
,vhere service and quality rules
CLEMSON, S. C.
Phone 98
We Deliver
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HISTORY OF THE Y. M. C. A.
The Young Men's Christian Association had
its origin in one man, Sir George Williams of
London, in the year 1844. Feeling the need
of daily prayer and spiritual uplift to such a
strong degree, Sir George Williams called his
friends together each morning for a few
minutes of prayer and praise service. Thus
the "Y" started. and since that date it has
made a steady growth, each year being better
able to serve the cause of humanity and to
aid in the spread of the doctrines and teachings of Jesus Christ. Today the organization
encircles the globe, daily bringing together
young men and boys into a brotherhood which
keeps alive the spirit of Christ.
In order that the young men in the colleges
of the world might keep in closer touch with
things "spiritual" and that the Christian
Spirit might reign in the hearts of students
everywhere, the Student Young Men 's Christian Association, a branch of the Y. M. C. A.,
has been established. Clemson College is a
member of this powerful organization. The
control of the affairs of the Association is
1>laced in the hands of the students themselves for the purpose of training them in the
qualities of Christian leadership, with a gen•
eral secretary to oversee the work and advise.
The realization of the purpose and principles of
this student organization depends upon the interest and the wholehearted support of all stu•
dents, for it is strictly their organization.

THE WORK OF THE ASSOCIATION
In seeking to accomplish the purpose for
which the Association was organized, the full
needs of the whole man are recognized. All
normal healthy developments of Cadet life are
regarded as sacred and contributing to the
ultimate aim of human life. To neglect a
proper development along all lines of student
endea, or leads to a one-sided education. There-fore the Clemson Y. M. C. A. seeks to aid iu
every phase of activity that is helpful.

Y. M. C. A.
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The Clemson Y. M. C. A. sponsors religious
work, social activities, sports, and recreation.
ln the religious work of the Association there
is a vesper service each Sunday afternoon and
night, using deputation teams from many other
colleges and speakers from the campus and
surrounding towns. If there is an opportunity
for the Y to have as a speaker anyone who is
visiting on the campus who can make a real
contribution to the service, we are always glad
to use such a speaker. Another very important
phase of the religious work is to send to high
schools, colleges, and churches in South Carolina and in neighboring states our deputation
teams. Each year a number of Clemson students participate in conferences such as the
southern student conference at Blue Ridge,
N. C., and the officers training conferences in
this state. Evening Watch groups have regular
meetings on the company halls each night under
the leadership of student Y. M. C. A. members.
'rhese along with Freshman Forums, class
councils, informal discussions, and week-end
retreats for these particular groups constitute
much of the religious work of the Association.
The intramural sports program has proven
one of the great assets of the college in the
last few years. This program is under the direction of the Y . M. C. A. and is receiving the
full cooperation of the college administration
and of the students. Students taking an active
part in this program realize more real good
from it than from any other form of recreation offered at the college. Here the student
trains himself physically, mentally, morally,
and socially.
Cadet committees working under the leadership of the employed staff and the president of
the association handle many of the undertakings
of the organization. These committees help
to inculcate into the minds of students that the
Y is essentially a student affair and that its
success depends upon their support and cooperation.
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THEY. M. C. A. CABIN

There is possibly not another place on the
college campus as well located as that of the
Clemson College Young Men's Christian Association Cabin down near the Seneca River.
Uniquely situated on the bend of the river and
just over the hill in rear of the Athletic Building out of sight of the college, it seems that
you are miles away from the college itself with
all its hurry and turmoil.
Sorely feeling the need of such a place several
years ago, the Clemson Y. M. C. A. secured
enough funds for the erection of the Cabin.
Last year the finishing touches were made to
the Cabin and it is an up-to-date little Cabin.
This Cabin was built largely by voluntary
work of the students under the direction of
J. Roy Cooper. Several members of the Alumni
Association aided financially in the construction of the Cabin.
Here in the quietness and stillness of the
evenings n1any of the Cabinet and council
meetings are held. A number of informal socials have been conducted here during the past
few years. It also furnishes a quiet place for
study, for both the freshmen and the old boys.
There is nothing on the college campus that is
more inspiring than a campfire program conducted here on the banks of the Seneca River.

Craig-Rush Furniture
Company
15 E. North St.
GREENVILLE, S. C.
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THE Y. M. C. A. CLASS COUNCILS

Almost every college or university in the
country having a Y. M. C. A. organization has
a student council for the freshmen. Several
years ago the Clemson Y conceived the idea of
continuing the council throughout the entire
college life. Accordingly, under the direction
of J. Roy Cooper, the Freshman Council of
1927-28 did not disband at the end of the year
but remained the next year as the Sophomore
Council. This plan was continued, and the
success that it has attained cannot be esti•
mated.
The chief purpose of these councils is to develop leaders for the years to come. While
spending four years at Clemson, students are
not merely preparing to live. They are actually
living. There are problems to face and temptations to overcome and need for leaders here
that you will find after graduation. To start
right and to be guided by high ideals can mean
that one might achieve success where otherwise he might have failed. The aim is to develop real men who can take their places in
the ranks of men after graduation.
There are weekly meetings which are worked
out in the group as meaning the most for all
concerned. There are study, discussion, and
talks by capable faculty men and visitors. The
councils take a few trips to the mountains
where they can get away in the quietness and
plan a life and the activities that are for n
wholesome life. These week-ends are enjoyable, and friendships are here formed that are
everlasting.
The Freshman Council is selected soon after
school opens in the fall. If you are interested,
ask one of the Y secretaries or cabinet members
about the details of the council work.

Y. M. C. A.
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MAJOR S. M. MARTIN
Chairman Advisory Board
Y . M. C. A.
PERSONNEL OF ORGANIZATION
Advisory Board
S. M. Martin _____________________ Chairman
E. W. Sikes _______________________ Ex Officio
S. B. Earle
J. B. Douthit
J . C. Littlejohn
W . B. Perry
J . E. Ward
B. B. Burley
B. 0. Williams
G. H. Aull
S. W. Evans
A. C. Payne
J. E. Hunter
P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr.
Employed Officers
P. B. Holtzendorff ___________ General Secretary
J. Roy Cooper ___________ Associate Secretary
Mrs. L. M. McCaw ____________ Qffice Secretary
Fred Kirchner_ ____________ Phys ical Director
Nash Gray ______ _________ Projection & Social
H. 'l'. Haywood ________ -------· __________ Desk
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THE CONFERENCE COMMITTEE
One of the most vital and memorable expe1iences of a college education is the meeting of
different students that leads to the format,on
of valuable, lifelong friendships. This opportunity is naturally available upon any camp1ts,
large or small ; but when representatives from
different colleges gaiher to exchange ideas ai,d
discuss the various problems of their instit11tions, the benefits that are reaped are priceles".
There are six main purposes of a student
conference. Listed briefly, they follow:
1. To meet and hear various leaders and
personalities.
2. To create more intercollegiate fellow•
ship.
3. To secure training in better methods.
4. To exchange ideas for a successful program.
5. To give reports of plans and progress.
6. To obtain inspiration for a higher type of
1iving.
In the past, Clemson has been well repre
sented at all the conferences, meetings, and
retreats in the state, and has sent delegate,
to numerous ones throughout the South.
Chief among the conferences of South Caro•
lina colleges are "Camp Adger," the fall YMYW retreat, and "Camp J . O.". the sprinit
YM-YW conference. These, of course, art'
surpassed by Blue Ridge, the South wide Stu·
dent Conference, where leaders from college: 1
and universities throughout the South gather
for a glorious ten-day period in the "Land o[
the Sky." Here they receive training and inspiration which will aid them greatly i11
handling the problems on their respective cam•
puses.
If you wish to enrich your life with valuable
friendships, or broaden your perspective in
life, by all means consider the wonderful opportunities that are offered you through at·
tendance at various Student Conferences
throughout the year_

Y. M. C. A.
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SOCIALS
During the past few sessions the Y. M. C. A.
has sponsored a great number of various social
activities.
At the beginning of the school y<,ar there is
a "'get acquainted" social at the river. Here
freshmen have an opportunity to meet one
another and some upper-classmen, usually
cabinet members. Almost all freshmen attend
this gathering and enjoy it very much.
A short while after the old boys come in and
school has begun, there is a stunt night in the
College Chapel. Some freshmen with outstanding talents are spotted here, and may become good workers in some activities.
The freshmen from each company have the
privilege of going down to the river one afternoon for recreation and a picnic supper. Since
this is quite a bit better than hanging around
barracks, there is usually a good turn out for
these occasions.
Those groups desiring to camp out during
a week-end may use the cabin by the river
any time during the year that it is vacant.
The open house at the "Y" has proved to be
an interesting and. successful entertainment .
. Different groups, clubs, councils, and fraternities are guests of the "Y" occasionally.
Faculty members and students of the same
school or department may have open house
together this session, thus affording a better
relationship between the two groups.
For those who may be unable to leave the
campus for week~ends, company socials are
held in the club rooms. Quite a few take part
in these socials. Faculty members also have
similar socials.
• L. D. Malphrus, Chairman Socials.
Charles Aull, Assistant.
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VESPER COMMITTEE
Last year the policy of having two programs
each Sunday met with so much success that the
vesper committee feels that it would be successful if the same policy were carried out this
year. Interest in the service bas been so widespread this year that not only cadets and campus folk attend, but also many interested persons from nearby towns.
The wide range in the variety of programs
presented is one of the principal reasons why
the program has gained so much popularity.
With such features as visiting college delegations, prominent speakers from near and far,
music of appropriate nature, travel and news
reels, and group singing, the programs are
naturally most broadening and very inspiring.
The vesper services offer students a chance
to receive a more well-rounded education not
only in a spiritual sense, but mentally as weH.
A plan to make the programs more reverent,
wider, and deeper in their appeal to the students is under way.
Come to vespers and meet the boys who will
later become your best friends.
J. W. Adams, Jr., Chairman.
F. A. Thompson, Assistant.
EVENING WATCH
When a boy enters college, his thoughts are
directed toward studies and various outside
activities, and he becomes so engrossed in these
things that the SDiritual side of his life is
neglected, even though he has been well trained
in this before coming to college.
The evening watch group is one of the best
places a young man can cultivate this phase of
college life. The true Christian fellowship and
Christian ideals developed in evening watch
meetings are of untold importance in guiding
and directing the footsteps of students during
th,• tempting hours of their college career. One
must deepen his devotional life if he is to de·
velop into the highest type of manhood.

Y. M. C. A.
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Evening watch is a short devotional held on
the company halls each night immediately after
call to quarters. These groups gather for the
purpose of strengthening the student's spiritual
life through Scripture reading and prayer.
Sometimes certain books of the Bible are
studied in detail. At other times interesting
speakers are selected to speak on subiects
helpful to a student.
Each man attending the meetings has a
chance to take part and feel that he is really a
part of the evening watch group. In this
way each individual has a chance to develop
genuine Christian leadership.
As soon as possible, get in touch with the
evening watch leader on your hall. He will
be glad to assist you in any way possible. Join
a group and help make it the best one in
barracks.
T. E. Hall, Chmn.; G. D. Page, Ass't.

FRESHMAN WORK
The purpose of this committee is to make
the freshman feel that he is a welcome addition
to the Clemson student body by creating numerous activities for the first week in which all
the freshmen can participate. Some of these
activities are a church night sponsored by the
pastors, stunt night, a competitive program
among the companies, and a church hike.
Thereafter he is requested to join his company freshman forum group, which is Jed by
a competent upperclassman. Faculty members, cabinet members, and other worthwhile
speakers are presented to the company forums
once a. week.
This committee, in cooperation with the social committee, takes charge of the Y cabin
activities. The cabin is a log building located
on the Seneca River about a half mile from the
parracks. Entertainment and speakers are
presented to each company group of freshmen.
D. E. Hudgin, D. M. Hutchison.
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BLUE RIDGE
Many of the leading colleges and universilies
in the South have for the past twenty years or
more sent delegations to Blue Ridge for a summer conference. During this ten-day conclave
more than five hundred college students
gather for inspirational, recreational and fellowship training. The influence of these conferences has been so great in the lives of the
delegates and so great has been the delegates'
influence in the life of the South and in the
life of the world that today Blue Ridge is
recognized by our colleges as much more than
a pleasant tradition-it is an invaluable asset,
a necessity.
Many of our college associations have been
none too successful in adjusting their program
to meet new conditions on the campus because
of multiplied activities, changed attitudes.
Even today many students are still wondering
what it is all about. The whole world is having
the complacency crushed out of it. It is now
a time for deliberate, fearless reexamination
of fundamental assumptions about ourselves,
our associations, our worlds.
No setting in nature, no fellowship of faculty
and students, no group of leaders could be found
to constitute a n'lore favorable opportunity for
ten days of "retreat" in preparation for a
great advance, than that offered by the Blue
Ridge Conference.
Blue Ridge is owned by the Y. M. C. A.
Graduate School. Clemson College has been well
represented there each year by students who
have had aims of gaining information so that
they might be better prepared to carry on a
vital and systematic program in Christian
leadership at Clemson. Why not make it your
aim to attend at least one conference at Blue
Ridge while you are a student at Clemson? It
will be a conference that you will never regret having attended.

AERIAL VIEW OF BLUE RIDGE
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P. B. HOLTZENDOFF, JR.
General Secretary Y. M. C. A.

J. ROY COOPER
Associate Secretary Y. M. C. A.

S ERVI CE TO STUDENTS
The Clemson "Y" is first and foremost a
serving organization . Christ said: "I am
among you as one that ser veth. " Clemson
feels that the Y. M. C. A. carries out the
Christian ideal if it serves the cadets in any
w::iy pocsible. The various duties performed
by the members of the cabinet and the officers,
working with the staff of the association, are
part of th e "' Y" program. The sp iritua l training is the biggest service tendered, fo r the
"'Y" takes almost complete charge of this
service to the college. The association transacts a tremendous vol ume of business. A
fnur-story building, housin g niore than th irty
rooms and apartments, a small gymnasium,
an exerc ise room, swimming pool, cafe, barber
shop, t heater, a spacious lobby, d r essing rooms,
club rooms, and rest rooms make up the gen eral building facilities offel'ed by the Clemson
1,y_"
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MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE
There have always been two types of members belonging to the Clemson College Y. M.
C. A., the active and the associate members.
Prior to 192& these members did not have any
active part in helping the Y. M. C. A. to
carry on its regional and foreign work. In
1928 the card system was installed and it has
been used since that date. However, there was
no direct presentation made to the students
telling them of the different types of membership.
Every student at Clemson is entitled to
building privileges in the Y. M. C. A. Active
members of the organization are those who
are definitely interested in the program and
take an active part in the promotion of such
a program. An active member has the privileges of voting and holding office. Associate
members are those who are in sympathy with
the program of the Y, but do not actively
engage in carrying out that program. An
associate member is not entitled to vote or
hold office.
The Y. M. C. A. affords real opportunity for
self expression and for intimate contact with
faculty leaders and other students.
G. C. Paulsen, Jr.,
Chairman of Membership and Finance
THE MUSIC COMMITTEE
The members of the music committee are
chosen for their musical ability and for their
interest in Y. M. C. A. work. Their chief
function is to furnish music for vesper pro•
grams and deputation trips. They believe
that music forms a very important part of any
worship service, and do their best to provide
the best possible musical programs.
Th,e chief aim of the music committee for
this year is to endeavor to create a religious
atmosphere at vesper services through music.
No one can truly worship unless he has his
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heart tuned to spiritual things. Through the
use of soft, beautiful, instrumental selections
and group singing, we hope to instill a reverent
attitude in each one's heart, so that he will
be able to get the greatest possible benefit
from the vesper programs. We believe that
when a person listens to beautiful music, the
best in him is uppermost, and that he is better
able to enter into the spirit of the program.
Also this year we want to emphasize group
singing. During the coursE of the year there
will be special song services in which everyone
will have an opportunity to sing. Group singing brings about a feeling of fellowship; so we
want everyone to do his best to make our
vesper singing better than it has ever been
before.
The music committee hopes that with the
cooperation of the cadets it will be able to
provide the finest of music for "Y,, programs.
J. R. Martin, Chairman Music Com.

CABINET TRAINING
Cabinet training is observed annually in the
form of a number of talks by campus leaders,
Y. M. C. A. secretaries, and general discussions
between the speakers, and members of the old
and new cabinets. This program is carried
out with the idea of causing each new Cabinet
mem her to get the full realization of the
obligations that he is being placed under by
accepting a position on the Cabinet. Every
business man knows that in order to be successful he must be trained to perform his
duties whatever they may be, else he will
lack efficiency. Therefore it is with this idea
that the Cabinet men are given this valuable
information and instruction.
In 1936 the Cabinet training lasted for a
period of about two weeks and many outstanding campus figures spoke to the group
during that time. The major portion of the
time was spent in allowing the new members
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t.o get information from the retiring rnembers
as to the duties they were to have and the best
possible ways of performing these duties. Following the Cabinet training offered here, the
old and new Cabinets attended the State Y. M.
and Y. W. Cabinet Training Conference at Columbia for three days.
PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
The chief duty of the Publicity Committee
of the Clemson Y. M. C. A. is to place before
the student body, faculty, and other interested
people news of the work and activities of the
local association. Under this head come such
activities as religious programs, deputations,
cabinet and council meetings, conferences, retreats, and socials.
It is chiefly through the TIGER, the weekly
college newspaper, that this news is brought
to students and subscribers. Several times
each year mimeographed sheets of the activities of the Y for a certain period are preepared
and distributed through barracks and mailed
to other college Y. M. and Y. W. C. A's.
The committee named to assist the chairman
in this work is made of those students who
are intensely interested in the work of the
Y. M. C. A. and are gifted in this type of
work. The men selected have a fine opportu·
nity to develop themselves along the line of
journalism and at the same time develop
their character and personality through this
contact with the Y. M. C. A.
Particular emphasis is given to the members of the Freshman Class in an effort to
int~rest them in the work of the organization.
Most of the Publicity Committee is made up of
rising sophomores.
Yours for a pleasant and successful year
during 1937-38.
T. Il. Young, Jr., Chairman Publicity,
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CHURCH ACT IV ITIES FOR STUDENTS
The churches which cluster around the campus ofier you valuable friendships and an inspiration for Chr istian living. Wishing to help
you grow spiritually as well as intellectually
and physically during your four years at col lege, the pastors extend you a cordial welcome
to their congregations and invite you to visit
them at their offices and homes.
Although it is not necessary for yon to
officially join one of the Clemson churches to
take an active part in the religious programs,
you may transfer your home membership to
one of the churches if you so desire. Each
pastor makes a special effort to provide opportunity for students to share in the activities
of his church. Sunday school classes for students are held at 10 :30 a .m. Students are
urged and encouraged to attend the 11 :30 worship service, and informal teas, entertainments, and informal socials which are held
throughout the year.
To the members of the incoming class- you
are always welcome to the churches of the
campus; get into the right habit of attending
these regular Sunday morning services and
make the best of what the college has to offer
you while you are here your four years, for
<lfter all, this is going to be about the most
important four years of you.- life. And "Time
wasted is time lost." So don't waste your
time; and don ' t get into the wrong habit by
not attending church on Sunday morning.
Religion is not a creed- it's a life.
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A PRAYER

0 God, our Father, Thou Searcher of men's
hearts, help us to draw near to Thee in sincerity
and truth. May our religion be filled with
gladness &nd may our worship of Thee be natural.
Strengthen and increase our admiration for
honest dealing and clean thinking, and suffer
not our hatred of hypocrisy and pretense ever
to din1inish. Encourage us in our endeavor to
live above the common leve l of life. Make us
to choose the harder right instead of the easier
wrong, and never to be content with a half
truth when the whole truth can be won. Endow us with courage that is born of loyalty
to all that is noble and worthy, that scorns
to compromise with vice and injustice, and
knows no fear ·when truth and right are in
jeopardy.
Guard us against flippancy and irreverence
in the sacred things of life. Grant us new ties
of friendship and new opportunities of service.
Kindle our hearts in fellowship with those of
a cheerful countenance and soften our heart!i
with sympathy for those who sorrow and suffer.
May we find genuine pleasure in clean and
wholesome mirth and feel inherent tlisgust for
all coarse-minded humor.
H~lp us, in our work and in onr play, to
keep ourselves physically strong, mentally
awake, and mora]Jy straight, that we may the
better maintain the honor of the corps untarnished and unsullied, and acquit ourselves like
men in our efforts to realize the ideals of Clem
son in doing our duty to Thee and to our
co~1ntr;v. All c,f which Wt! ask in ihe name of
the Gri,at Frientl and Ma s ter of men.
·-Amen.
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PEARCE-YOUNG-ANGEL CO.
Wholesale

Fruits and Produce
Modern Cold Storage
Distributors of Budweiser Beer
Phones 886 & 887

Greenville, S. C.

Compliments
of

JEFFERSON HOTEL
Columbia, S. C.
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REV. H. 0. CHAMBERS
Pastor M. E. Church

CLEMSON METHODIST CHURCH
"The church of the four columns"
Rev. H. 0. Chambers is pastor of this church;
Professor J. E. Ward is superintendent of
the Sunday School; and the members of the
cadet corps hold many of the other offices in
the organization of the church, especially the
young people's organizations.
The Clemson Methodist church especially
welcomes you to any and all of its activities.
It is the pleasure of the church to have you
attend the services and allow them the privilege
to help you in any way possible. The pastor
will be especially glad to help you in any of
your daily problems. Your presence and your
interest will be mutually helpful to the church
as well as to yourself.
Church School, each Sunday morning at
10 :30; Service of Worship each Sunday morning at 11 :30; Young People's Meeting each
Wednesday evening immediately after supper.
There is a club room in the church which all
students are invited to make use of at all times.
You are invited to take part in the recreational
program of the church which includes periodic
social gatherings. Everyone should work together with the chur~h for the good of all.
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PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
The Fort Hill Presbyterian Church at Clemson seeks to serve by taking the place of your
own church at home. You should make it your
church while at Clemson.
The officials of the church are as follows:
Sydney J. L. Crouch, pastor; Dr. R. N. Brackett, Clerk of Sessions; Professor J. E. Hunter,
Treasurer; Professor M. E. Bradley, Supt. of
Sunday School; and Mr. B. B. Burley, Treasurer. These men stand ready to serve the students and campus residents at all times in any
way possible.
The regular services of the church fall under
three heads: Public Worship each Sunday
morning at 11 :30; Sunday School at 10 :30;
Presbyterian Student Association meets each
Wednesday evening immediately after supper.
One of the best habits you can form is that
of attending these meetings your freshman
year. The Pioneers meet on Sunday afternoon
in the club rooms for an informal discussion
on some religious topic.
The club rooms of this church are the most
attractive on the campus. They are equipped
with comfortable furniture, a large open fireplace, floor lamps, radio, etc.; and many issues of daily newspapers and magazines are
found on the tables here. Make this your
''home" while on the campus.
The Manse is next to the church. The pas·
tor and his family request that you make use
of it from the parlors to the kitchen.

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH (With ' Pastor Inset)
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HOLY TRINITY PARISH
Protestant Episcopal
The Bishop
The Right Reverend Kirkman G. Finlay, D.D.
The Rector
The Reverend Donald E. Veale.
Sunday Program of Worship
7 :30 A.M.-Holy Communion (Every Sunday
except the first Sunday of the month).
10 :30 A.M.--Church School and Rector's
• Bible Class.
11 :30 A.M.-Morning Prayer and Sermon.
1st Sunday of each month, 11 :30 A.M.-Holy
Communion and Sermon.
Wednesday night 7 :00-8 :00 P.M. Meeting of
Episcopal Club.
Open to all students.

A few years ago, through the influence and
ge nerosity of many friends of the Episcopal
Church, Holy Trinity was able to build a
splendid Parish House, consisting of a gymnasium, a combined stage and meeting room, and
a modern kitchen. At that time the church
was rebuilt, to conform in usefulness, in de•
sign and beauty, with the Parish House. A
large and comfortable rectory completes our
church properties, giving Holy Trinity one of
the finest parish plants in the State.
Holy Trinity was planned for the Clemson
n1an. You will find a wide range of activities
are possible here, perhaps even wider than your
home parish facilities would permit. You have
come to Clemson to school your minds, and to
discipline your habits to the better things of
life." The teaching and worship programs of
Holy Trinity afford you the best liberal tradi•
iions and principles of the Episcopal Church.
May you use Holy Trinity freely, and find in
it a source of great light and joy during your
life on the Clemson Campus.

Y. M. C. A.
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EPISCOPAL CHURCH (With Pastor Inset)
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CLEMSON BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. John K. Goode is pastor of the Clemson
College Baptist church; Dr. S. B. Earle, Supt,
of Sunday School ; the other officers of the
organization are made up largely of students
at the college, especially the Baptist Young
People's Union and I.he Baptist Student Union
officials.
Regular church services are conducted each
Sunday morning at 11 :30. Sunday School with
organized classes for cadet.s each Sunday morning at 10 :30. B. Y. P. U. each Wednesday
evening immediately after supper.
The Clemson College Baptist Church extends
to the entire Clemson Cadet Corps a cordial
invitation to attend all the services of the
church. and a warm welcome is assured. A
special invitation is extended to the members
of the Freshman class, who perhaps, are away
from home and home influences for the first
time. The church "Attempts to bridge for the
freshmen the wide gap between the Comparative Safety of Home Life and the Freedom of
the Campus," thus giving to the students at
Clemson a Christian home influence. Form the
habit of attending the regular services and
some day you will be proud of the fact.
The church and the pastor are always ready
to serve the students, and the pastor's home is
always open to the members of the student body
and their friends. Make use of them as you
would use them at home.

BAPTIST CHURCH (With Pastor Inset)
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ANNUAL REPORT
of the
CLEMSON COLLEGE Y. M. C. A.
For the Year Beginning July 1, 1936
In checking over smne report~ of previous
years, it is encouraging to note that there
has nearly always been a note of optimism
in the report.s of the work of the Clemsor.
College Young Men's Christian Association.
Particularly has this been true during lhe
JJast twelve years; and the fact that this
work has heen marked by an upward curve,
even in the worst years of the depression, is
in itself additional reason for us to gird ourselves, so to speak, and to take courage.
In this new year we feel confident that a
great many of the students at Clemson as well
as many faculty folk and other friends of
the college who patronize the Y. M. C. A. as
n part of the college will be happy to know
that the Board of Trustees has authorized
the Advisory Board of the Y. M. C. A. to
borrow some money in order to enla1·ge the
present auditorium. And it is the evident
intention of the Board at this writing to
enlarge the auditorium so that it will seat
approximately one hundred and sev~nty-five
more people. This will be especially helpful
when educational, travel, and free reels arc
being shown for the Sunday afternoon and
Sunday night vespers and at other times when
the larger pictu:..·es are brought to our campus.
Approximately one hundred and fifty faculty folk and campus people and almost
thirteen hundred students signed requestc;
that the college continue to have charge and
supervision of pictures at Clemson. 'rhese
requests have been filed in President Sikes'
office and shou ld be an encouragement to the
Board and to the management to make every
effort to . provide modern and up-to-date
facilities for pictures and for other programs
that are presnted from time to time.

Y. M. C. A .
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When the building was opened, there were
approximately seven hundred and fifty students
at Clen,son. Since then the student body has
doubled, the faculty is very nearly doubled,
approximately two hundred new homes have
l;een built on and adjacent to the campus,
paved roads have extended the length of our
cable-tow, so that now the Clemson campus is
a 1\1.ecca for many visiting groups, including
college and high school groups from many
neighboring communities.
The general work of the Association such
as is ordinarily conducted by a Y. M. C. A.
on a college campus is done at Clemson, and
many more student activities are included in
the general Clemson program than one will
f\nd at many colleges . In fact, activities that
..re sponsored by City Associations, Student
Y. M. C. A.'s, churches, and community houses
are included in the general routine of the
Clemson Y. M. C. A. program.
!<'or many years the Clemson Y. M. C. A.
has s ponsored intramural sports by classes and
by companies. In fact, the first basketball
('QtJrt at Clemson was a Y. M. C. A . project.
Y. M. C. A. secretaries have coached numerous
L.eams, including scrub football and track,
varsity basketball, varsity tennis, varsity
swimming; but not until four years ago was a
full time man employed to direct intramural
sr0rts and to head up the physicial education
program under the direction of Dr. Lee W. Milford The Y. M. C. A. Advisory Board accepted the recommendation of the General
Secretary and employed Mr. !<'red Kirchner,
who has done an execeptionally fine job in this
connection . During the past year l\olr. Kirchner's salary has been paid by the general budget
of the College and the Y. M. C. A. budget, and
a great deal of equipment has been furnished
by the Athletic Association, and NYA helpers
a11portioned by Mr. Littlejohn to help direct
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this work. Hundreds of scheduled baseball,
volley ball, and basketball games and ulher
form~ of competitive sports have been fostered
through the physical education pro:,:ram. This
is an excellent piece of work and something
that is ·s urely beneficial lo a large number of
cadets.
The swimming pool at Clemson is com
paratively small, with approximately 72,000
gallons of water that is continuously being
filtered. It is here that many students gather
for a brief period of exercise and physical
refreshment. The swimming team trains here,
and many visiting groups from neighboring
high schools are given guest privileges from
time to time. A small charge is made for
those who use the pool regularly, " ·hich is
barely sufficient to provide for some one to
supervise same. The pool is heated throughout the fa ll and winter months, making it
accPssible the year round.
The work of the Clemson Association reaches
into every Company ir barracks, where Freshman Forum groups, Evening Watch groups,
Class and Company Councils are all activC' in
trying to assist with the fourfold development
pf students. The Clemson Association is represented at practically all State and Regic.,nal
conferences where delegates from Stuuent Y.
i\1. C. A.'s nre gathered. Through the me<lium
of these conferences a number of Clemson
students ha ve been starte<l on a period of world
citizenship development. Many teacher::,, coun•
ty agents, and leaders in student activities have
been helped throuv;h these conference contacts.
Throui;:h the Deputation Team the Clemson
Y. M. C. A. is known on almost every campus
in the sta:e. and Clemson boys have visite<l
?nv.ny campuses in neighboring states an<l ouiLe
a number of communities, presenting religious,
inspiraticnal. and devotional progr.::ims in
schools and colleges.

Y. M. C. A.
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The Sunday ""'light vesper programs have been
well attended. Often there have been from
one lo lwo hundred who have come down for
these programs who were unable to get seats
alt.hough the musical, travel, and news ree!s
have been run three or four times. so that all
students and campus folk could at least have
an opportunity to see the pictures.
Social activities sponsored by the Clemson
Y. M. C. . A. have been enlarged upon greatly
during th.; past year. Besides the regular
Company socials and the all-company s ocials,
there have been a number of faculty dances,
cadet dances, and entertainments for approxi •
mately one hundred student groups, faculty
groups, and a considerable number of private
parties held in the club rooms. The Y cabin,
locRted on the banks of the Seneca River on the
campus, has a lso provided an additional place
where campus groups may enjoy an afLernoon

and evening or quiet, removed from the hustle
and bustle of the general carnpus activities.
WP are indebted to a great many facul ty
membe~ and students, particularly mcmber.3
of t.he Advisory Board, members of the Cabinet
and Council g roups, for the splendid work
which they have done and for the unstinted
support which they have given to the work of
the Clemson Y. M . C. A. over a period of years.
We are tharikful, too, for the kindly services of
many other friends in the student body, including student office:.-s of the different Classes.
student lead~rs of the different Companies, and
rumerous other friends who have so i;enerously
helped with their time and their influence in
the development of the program at Clemson.
Take an interest in the work that is spon sored by the Clemson "Y"-it will be of
gennine value to you for many years to come.

P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr.,
General Secretary.
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DIXIE STORES
SOUTH CAROLINA'S OWN
CHAIN
Headquarters

Greenville, S. C.

COMPLIMENTS

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKECOLLENDER CO.
223 Ivy Street
Atlanta, Georgia

Billiards

Bowling

BOOK VI
~ublications
CJraternities
Societies
~lubs
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EXTRA CU RRI CULA ACTIVITIES

Upon entering Clemson as a .freshman, your
primary aim will be your studies in order that
you wi ll be equipped to meet life's problems
after graduation, but you will find many extra
curricula activities which will enable you to be
more efficient in your line of work. Athletics,
publications, the Y. M. C. A., deputation teams,
literary societies, denominational work and
other organizations afford you wonderful opportunities to broaden yourself mentally as
well as giving you some degree of technical
training.

With the exception of honorary and social
fraternilies, almost every other organization
is open to freshmen. lt is left to you to decide
whethel' you will t.ake part in them or not.. In
making your choice, select the ones best su ited
to your nature and enter into them wholeheartedly.
In order to gain the most from these activities, do not be a key-collector, but endeavor to
be an asset to the ones you do join, and, in
turn, you w ill receive benefits fourfold.

So, select the on es that suit you best and
make your college education count for the most 1

Compliments of

Piedmont Candy & Cigar
Co.
West Whitner Street
ANDERSON, S. C.
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THE TIGER
The TIGER, official weekly student newspaper publication of Clemson College, was
founded by the Class of 1907. Since that date,
it has been an imr,ortant part of student activities at Clemson. Responsibility ior editing
and publishing the paper is left to the student
staff entirely, and it is not published under
facult.y supervision or censorship.
The new staff takes charge at the beginning
or t.he second semester during each session,
thus allowing each staff one year in office.
!luring the last session, in addition to the
t·eg-tdar i::;sues, several special edition:; dedi•
cat~d to various coJlege activities were pub•
lished.
All freshmen and sophomores interested in
entering the field of journalism are el igib le for
membership to the reportorial TIGER statf.
Try-outs are held the first of each semester.
The Tiger is published every Thursday afternoon and distributed to all the rooms in barr11cks. In addition to the seventeen hundred
students who read the TIGER, there are about
one thousand other readers in all parts of the
world.

SIGMA EPSILON
Sigma Epsilon is a social fraternity organized for the purpose of promoting good fellowship and brotherly feeling among its members.
The club was first organized at Clemson in
1930, and since that time has grown to be
one of the leadin g social frats on the campus.
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THE TAPS

The TAPS is the college Yearbook published
annually by a staff made up of seniors selected
!rom the previous year's juniors who have
manifested an interest in continuing the college yearbook and who, by their efforts, have
proven their inherent abilities to compile an
annual worthy of the name TAPS. The success
or failure of the book depends upon not only
the abilities of the various members of the
staff but also the spirit of co-operation of the
members of the student body.
TAPS portrays the life and activities or
the entire student body and faculty, especially
that of the Senior class. It is the purpose of
the staff to represent each student in college
in each publication, showing the activities or
each class and various incidents that occur during the year of publication.
The inauguration of the Activity Fee several
years ago has made it possible that each student has to pay a fee when registering which
entitles him to receive a TAPS at the end of
each year. The only other cost involved is a
small fee for picture space.

TAU BETA PI
Tau Beta Pi is a national honorary scholastic engineering fraternity. It was founded
at Lehigh University in 1885 for the purpose
of marking in a fitting manner those who have
conferred honor upon their Alma Mater by
distinguished scholarship and exemplary character as undergraduates in engineering.
Only students in the upper twenty-five per
cent of the Senior Civil, Mechanical, and Electrical classes are eligible for membership; and ,
of these, only students possessing character,
integrity, and responsibility are elected.
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Adams-Smith Chevrolet Co.
SENECA, S. C.

Sales and Service

Bob's Service Station
AMOCO GAS AND OIL
Day Phone 78-J

Nite 107-W

Your Business Appreciated
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TIGER BROTHERHOOD
The Tiger Brotherhood is a local organization
and was organized in 1928 for the purpose of
initiating and maintaining a higher standard
of ethics and raising the moral status of the
corps. To this end, membership is based on
scholastic standing, service, and character.
There is a limited membership from each class
in school, and usualJy each school in the college is represented in each group. It is therefore, a distinct honor to belong to the organization.
The Brotherhood has bi-monthly meetings
for business and discussions, and sponsors
numerous socials from time to time, as well
as many constructive projects.
SIGMA PHI
Sigma Phi is the oldest social fraternity on
the campus. It was organized for the purpose
of promoting a friendly spirit and feeling of
brotherhood among its members. Membership is based on scholastic rating, character,
personality, and social standing.
THE I. R. C.
The International Relations Club is an international organization sponsored and endowed by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. Its chief purpose is to study
and discuss National and International problems. Membership is limited to twenty, and
the members must have a grade point ratio of
4.5 and maintain it throughout their membership as students. The club offers associate
memberships to those who are interested but
whose scholastic standing wiJJ not allow them
to become members.
The Clemson chapter was organized in 1933.
In addition to studying past and contemporary world problems it offers the student
an opportunity for broadening his knowledge
beyond his chosen line of endeavor.
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THE MINARETS
The members of the Architectural class of
1923 first organized this Architectural SocietY..
at Clemson and called it the Minaret Club:
Since that time the name has been altered
somewhat and is now "The Minarets."
The requirements for membership are more
difficult, and effort has been nade to make this
the nucleus for a National Architectural Fraternity. The club offers a medium of creation
for friendship, co-operation with the faculty,
and a wide range of extra-curricular activities
together with beneficial socia l functions
throughout the school year, which greatly aid
the architectural student.
The Minarets are responsible for some of the
art exhibits that come to Clemson and are the
"cogs in the wheel" in aiding the department
with the well-known Engineering Architectural
Day which takes place in the early spring of
the odd years. The chief and sole purpose of
the club is to enable each member to grasp
the opportunity to better himself socially in the
field of architecture by the outside contacts
that are not available in our daily curriculm
but which are so sponsored by the club.

A. I. E. E.
The American Institute of Electrical Engineers is a national organization that has for
its purpose the advancement of the electrical
engineering profession. The student branches,
which are located in engineering schools over
the country, aid the electrical engineering
student in gaining a better understanding and
appreciation of his profession and at the same
time give him an opportunity to keep in touch
with real engineering problems.
Last year the Clemson branch was host to
the South-Eastern District Convention, which
meets annually.
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THE DAIRY CLUB

The Dairy Club is an enthusiastic group of
college students who gather together at reg.
ular meetings for the purposes of becoming
socially and professionally acquainted with
men prominent in the Dairy Industry, getting
trained in public speaking and debating, and
self-reliance from tasks which are assigned to
each member. Every one interested in dairy
work is eligible for membership to the club.

KAPPA PHI
Kappa Phi is one of the oldest and the most
outstanding social fraternities on the campus.
The activities of the club are purely social
in nature, and no attemvt is made to exert
political pressure or resort to any other of
the common practices of some like organiza•
tions.
The American Society of Agricultural Engineers is a national organization, having stu•
dent chapters in many land-grant colleges of
the country. Membership is by invitation and
scholarship achievement. Meetings held every
other week are devoted to discussions of the
latest developments in the agricultural engineering field. The purpose of the organization is to promote leadership, scholarship, fellowship, and a closer relation between grad·
uates and undergraduates in the profession.
A. S. C. E.
The American Society of Civil Engineers is
the oldest Engineering Society in America.
Established in 1852, as a means of advancing
the Engineering profession, it has progressed
to take its present position among the out•
standing professional societies of America .
The Clemson Student Chapter derives its
membership from the Sophomore, Junior, and
Senior Civil Engineering students and was
organized for the purpose of familiarizing the
s tudent with the current developments in
Civil Eng'ineering.
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SIGMA TAU EPSILON
Sigma Tau Epsilon is a local honorar,
scholastic General Science fraternity founded
at Clemson in 1934.
The purpose of the organization is to establish and develop higher standards of scholarship, character, and a spirit of fellowship
among its members; to create and bind together a body of outstanding men who by
scholarly attainment and maintenance of high
ethical ideals have achieved distinction.
Its members are selected from the top members in the Junior and Senior Classes.

SCABBARD AND BLADE
Scabbard and Blade is a national honorary
military fraternity whose purposes are to promote military leadership among the R. 0. T. C.
students and a spirit of national defense.
Membership is composed of the outstanding
military leaders at Clemson. Only the Cadets
above and including the military rank of Captains are eligible for membership.
-During the scholastic year, the chapter at
Clemson, known as "K" Company of the 7th
Regiment of Scabbard and Blade, has presented
cups and medals to the men who have achieved
military honors in each class, sponsored the
training of a picked platoon in each class,
put on a Military Ball, and presented a cup to
the best drilled platoon in the Regiment.
A. S. M. E.
The local chapter of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers is a branch of the
national organization. It is operated by student officials under the supervision of a faculty
advisor.
All Junior and Senior Mechanical Engi11eers are urged to join the society to get the
full benefits offered by the organization. Meetings are held in Riggs Hall twice a month at a
time set by the student members.
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BLOCK "C" CLUB

The Block "C" Club was organized for the
purpose of promoting congeniality and friendship among the letter-men, fostering clean
sportsmanship in all branches of athletics,
encouraging conduct at all times becoming
to a gentleman and a true sportsman, impressing upon its members the importance of maintaining a high standard of scholarship and
assisting in every way possible in achieving
this aim, and promoting the advancement and
welfare of Clemson College at all times.
The membership of the club is limited to
those men whose athletic achievements merit
their award of the Block "C," thus making
it a distinct honor to belong to the organization.

BLUE KEY
Blue Key is a national honorary leadership
fraternity having as its principles service and
leadership. With the idea of service uppermost
in the minds of its members, the local chapter
of Blue Key lends support to any worthwhile
plan for bettering Clemson or the student body.
Requirements for membership are very
strict, no candidate being considered unless he
is a member of Junior or Senior Class and
has achieved outstanding merit or success in
several branches of student activities and has
a high scholastic standing.
The Blue Key has been very instrumental
in helping the college officials with the building program of the college during the past
year, sponsoring undergraduate talks and publishing a student-professor directory. Blue
Key fosters a better understanding between
faculty members and students, doing this by
inviting faculty members to attend the luncheon meetings at which discussions are held
on how relationships of students and faculty
members can be improved.
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A complete line of Building Material
from the cellar through to the roof.

Nimmons-Adams Lumber Co.
SENECA, S. C.
Quality-Service-Price

King's Laundry, Inc.
SENECA, S. C.

Dry Cleaning and Laundry
Phone No. 231
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MU BETA PSI
The Mu Beta Psi is a national honorary
musical fraternity, the purpose of which is to
promote better fellowship among the musicians of the varied musical organizations of
a college and to advance music to its proper
place as an educational subject. The Delta
chapter was organized at Clemson in the
early part of 1937 . Its members are outstanding
juniors and seniors who have served two
years in some recognized musical organization.

PALMETTO LITERARY SOCIETY
The Palmetto Literary Society was established
at Clemson College in order to promote ski)]
in public speaking and public reading, and to
develop a more general interest in these accomplishments throughout the student · body.
It aims to familiarize the student with all
phases of parliamentary procedure by affording
experience in speaking, debating, and oratory.
At no time has joining a literary society been
compulsory, but all students who are awkward
or abashed before a crowd are 'Urged to join
so that they may overcome this handicap. rl'he
Palmetto Literary Society, in conjunction with
the Calhoun Literary Society, holds a combined membership in the South Carolina Oratorical Association.
PHI PSI
Phi Psi is the largest textile fraternity
in the country and was organized at the Philadelphia Textile School in 1903. The fraterni •
ty has grown since that time unti] at present
there are more than two thousand members
enro11ed in eight active chapters and nine
alumni chapters. The Iota chapter at Clem
son was granted a charter in April, 1927,
and now has twenty-two active members and
six honorary .
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Membership is based upon scholastic stand Ing and high character, and many of the
highest positions in the textile industry are
held by Phi Psi men. The fraternity was
organized to encourage a high standard in
textile work; to ass ist, by all honorable means
the advancement of its members; and to promote good fellowship among congenial men of
6chools and colleges having textile departments.

THE ANTHANOR
The Athanor is the local chemical fraternity
organized in 1931 by the members of the class
of 1934. It endeavors to promote highe r
scholarship, social interests, and a sp irit of
rriendship and service among those students
whose major interests lie in the field of chemistry. It was with these principles in mind
that the class of '34 organized this soc iety,
and it is with these same principles before
them that the present members are carrying
on. Membership is based primarily on scholarship, character, and social standing.
The B. S. U.
"The 'Baptist Student Union,' in its very
broadest meaning, is the voluntary religious
activities of the Baptist Students with in ·the
schoo ls and colleges of the Southland as provided for a nd promoted by Southern Baptists."
Every Baptist Student who is away from
home at school is an object of this organization. It is often called the "connecting link "
between the student and the church in the
local college center.
In its program is included all religious work
of the Baptists on the campus, such as the B.
Y. P. U., morning watch, and Sunday School.
Every phase of its work is represented on an
executive council which interests itself with
the upkeep and promotion of work of each
unit organization .
'fhe B. S. U. welcomes you and your services
at any time.
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CALHOUN LITERARY SOCIETY
The Calhoun Literary Society, founded for
the purpose of acquainting Clemson students
with some knowledge of public speaking and
parliamentary procedure, is today bringing its
members an assurance of manner, poise, and
self-expression. Though Literary Societies at
Clemson have undergone a period of decline
in the past decade, the Calhoun Literary Society has noted a distinct revival of interest
in the past few years, and is promoting this
interest to the fullest extent.
Membership is open to all cadets. The society officers an excellent opportunity of expressing and training for the future.
CENTRAL DANCE ASSOCIATION
The Central Dance Association of Clemson
College was organized in the fall of 1932 for
the purpose of furthering the welfare of dances
on the campus. It is composed of ten members
of the senior class selected by recommendation
of the graduating C. D. A. and appointed by
the Commandant. It conducts and supervises
all the dances held on the campus. The dnnce,;
are conducted on a nonprofiteering basis; the
accounts are accessible to any cadet who wishes
to consult them at any time.
Since this association was organized, it has
lowered the average dance price, brought bigger orchestras to the college, and built the
Clemson dances into an institution. Through
the medium of the C. D. A. the college dances
are kept at a higher average level, confusion
is avoided, and small organizations without
the finances to back a dance are permitted to
share in the funds derived from this source.
The system has proved very satisfactory to
both the college officials and the students.
CHI PI PI
The Chi Pi Pi, a local chemical engineering
fraternity, was organized by the class of 1938.
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The purpose of this fraternity is to promote fellowship, to uphold scholarship, and to bring
the students and faculty into closer relationship. Students must be high in scholarship
to be admitted and must maintain their record
while in the fraternity.

KAPPA ALPHA SIGMA

In 1935 the local agronomy club was admitted to the American Society of Agronomy
and the name of the local chapter was changed
to the Kappa Alpha Sigma. This chapter is
one of the three chapters of Junior Agronomists in the South, and it has made a very
favorable impression here so far. The organization is a national society, and membership
is based on scholastic rating, personality.
character, and social standing. The chief
purposes of the organization are to familiarize
the students with the newest developments in
their field of work, to foster a closer relation
between graduates and undergraduates and
the professors, to arouse more interest in the
field. and to stimulate the development of the
work in this state.

THE BAND
The College Band is composed entirely of
Cadets. Their membership entitles them to
render a valuable contribution to the college
and at the same time continue their training.
A leader is provided by the schoo l, and his
duty is to help the members during their practice periods. The military officers of the Band
provide the necessary military training and
discipline.
The Band plays at any formation specified
by the Commandant. It also plays for special
college occasions, such as athletic games, pep
rallies, mass meetings, and sometimes accom•
panies the teams on important trips. Previous
experience in some musical organization is the
only requisite for eligibility. H. C. Green,
director.
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ALPHA CHI PSI
Alpha Chi Psi is a local social fraternity
organized in 1930. Membership in the organization is based on the student's scholastic
standing, as well as his distinctive qualities of
character, leadership, and personality.
ALPHA TAU ALPHA
Alpha Tau Alpha is a national professional
agricultural Education fraternity among men
who are teaching or preparing themselves to
become teachers of vocational agriculture in
the high schools of the state. The purposes
of the fraternity are: to develop a true professional spirit in the teaching of agriculture,
to help train teachers of agriculture, who shall
be rural leaders of agriculture in their communities, and to foster a fraternal spirit
among students in teacher training for voca~
tional agricultural work.
Membership is limited to the most outstanding members of the sophomore, junior, and

senior classes with the highest scholastic rating. Membership is also based on personality ,
character, and social standing.

ALPHA ZETA
Alpha Zeta is a national honorary scholastic
agricultural fraternity. The local chapter is
one of the most active organizations on the
campus. The student members of the organization are selected from the ranks of the
undergraduate and graduate agricultural stu ·
dents of high scholarship on the basis of char·
acter, leadership, and personality.
The purpose of the Alpha Zeta is to promote
the profession of agriculture: to establish,
foster, and develop high standards of scholar
ship, character, leadership, and a spirit of fl>llowship among its members; to crcnle and
bring together a body of outstanding technical
men who by scholarly attainment, faithful
service, and n1aintenance of ethical ideals
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and principles have achieved distinction and
are capable of honoring achievements in
others; to strive for breadth of vision, unity
of action and accomplishment of ideals ; to
commend all worthy deeds and, if fraternal
welfare demands, to counsel with its members.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY CLUB
The Animal Husbandry ·Club was organized
several years ago for the purposes of promoting and maintaining an interest in livestock
and livestock production among all agricultural students, of bringing about a closer association and a mutual understanding, and of
giving the students training in public speaking. 'l'he club meets semi-monthly. Programs
consists of talks by students, talks ·by Extension and Department of Apriculture ,w orkers,
and talks by faculty members on topics related to livestock and livestock production.
lt is the aim of the club to take several educational trips each year. All animal men or men
interested in animals are urged to join the
club.

1904

Thirty Three Years
1937
"We Serve to Satisfy"
Sporting Goods, Cutlery, Glass,
Silverware, China.
DuPont & Sherwin-Williams Paints
Agency.
International Harvester Co., Farm
Implements.
Auto Tires, Electric & Electrolux
Refrigerators, Radios, etc.

BALLENGER HARDWARE CO.
Phone 6

Seneca, S. C.
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BETA SIGMA CHI
Beta Sigma Chi is a local social fraternity.
Its membership is made up largely of Charleston boys. The primary purpose of the club is
to allow the boys to become better acquainted,
t0 promote higher ethical and moral standards,
to stimulate interest in social activities, and
to encourage a closer fellowship between the
boys of the lower country.
4-H CLUB
The first 4-H club for college boys in this
state was organized at Clemson in 1930. Due
to the interest of the many students now at
Clemson in an organization of this type, it was
decided by this group to try in some way to
stimulate and keep alive the spirit of the club.
It is with the aid of the club agents and extension men that this end is accomplished.
The object of the club is to further the interest in 4-H activities, to foster leadership
among members and to be of service to the
4-H club members, communities, the state, and
the nation. All former 4-H clubsters who are
now in college are eligible for membership.
GAMMA ALPHA MU
Gamma Alpha Mu is one of the youngest
fraternities on the campus, being organized
in the fall of 1934. This organization is an
Honor English Fraternity for Writers and is
sponsored by Octavus Roy Cohen, nationally
famed writer and educator. Gamma Alpha
Mu is rapidly gaining its place among the
lead ing organizations of the campus, but be·
cause of the strict entrance requirements the
enrollment of the society is still very small.
All students are eligible for trying for
membership in the fraternity and are urged to
submit manuscripts for entrance try-outs early.
All manuscripts submitted are judged solely
by Octavus Roy Cohen, and he determines
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whether they show enough talent for the student to he eligible for membership. Students
desiring to try out for membership may send
in manuscripts on any of the following:
poetry, fiction, short stories, belles letters,
or prose.

HORTICULTURE CLUB
The Clemson College Horticulture Club is a
local student organization . Membersh ip in
this club is conferred upon any student who is
majoring in, or manifests an interest in, horticulture and attends the semi-monthly meetings
of the club.
The purpose of the club is to stimulate interest in the study of horticulture, to keep its
members informed of the newest developments
in this line of work, and to provide an opportunity for students to meet with experienced
horticulturists who are qualified to give firsthand information on problems that confront
a beginner in the horticultural profession.

Boscobel Lake and Golf
Course
Upper South Carolina's Playground on
Anderson-Clemson Highway
SIX MILES F RO M CLEMS ON
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THE COACHING STAFF

The coaching staff at Clemson College is one
of the most outstanding in the field of collegiate sports in the South. Headed by Jess
Neely, the staff consists of Bob Jones, Joe
Davis, Frank Howard, Bill Dillard, and Covington McMillan. McMillan, the newest addition,
returned to his Alma Mater last spring to coach
cand idates for the backfield pos it ions on the
footba ll team . Joe Sherman, the college publicity director, or assistant coach Bill Dillard
will probably coach the rat basketball team
th is year.
Coaches Neely, Howard, Davis, and McMil~
lan will put the varsity gridiron men through
their paces this fall, while Bob Jones and his
assistants will be in charge of the freshmen.
Later in the year, Joe Davis will begin work
with the hardwood quint and try to turn out
a championship team. Bob Jones will again
have the pugilists well in hand. In the spring
Neely w ill aga in take up the task of putting
out another good baseball team, and Frank
Howard will take over the duty of placing before the public another state championship
track team. Howard and Dillard will also
have the freshman tracksters, and Joe Davis
\vill be in charge of the freshmen diamond
enthus iasts.
P. B. Holtzendorff, the genial head of the
Y. M. C. A., w ill agai n take the Tiger swimmers in charge and try for equally as good
a record as that of the past few years.
Hoke Sloan wi ll again have the tennis boys.
It is hoped that there will be courts constructed
before spring so t hat the team will have a
place to develop their prowess. He is expecting to put out another good team this year
as he has always done in the past.

HEAD COACH JESS NEELY
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CLEMSON'S ATHLETIC POLICY

All men are given an equal chance to participate in their chosen sport. Under the direction of head coach Jess Neely, the Clemson
athletic organization provides such a broad
program that every student in school may find
some sport which interests him and in which
he may grow and develop. The best coaching
staff in the state offers its personal advice
and attention ; the football stadium, the baseball diamond, track and intramural fields, indoor courts in the Athletic Building, etc., all
provide opportunities for every man to derive
the benefits of the clean mind and sound body
that come from vigorous competition.
A small athletic fee is included in the pay.
ments to the college. In this way every stu•
dent becomes a member of the Athletic Association and is admitted free to all home games
of Clemson teams.
Captains of the various teams are selected
by the lettermen in each particular sport at
the end of the regular season.
The managerial position on the various
teams is open to any member of the corps. A 11
new men are eligible to try for manager of
any of the teams. After two years of satisfactory work as assistants, the managers arc
selected on a competitive basis in their junior
year by the athletic officials and the athletes
themselves. Each senior manager is awarded
an athletic sweater and letter in recognition
of his services.
During the first week of school the freshman coach will issue a call for all new men
interested in freshman football. Previous ex
perience is not necessary to go out for the
team. Equipment will be issued to all candidates, and as long as a man sticks and does
not violate training rules. he will be kept on
the squad. All men are given full opportunity
to demonstrate their athletic ability.
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BASKETBALL
Despite the fact that he had only one regular
lo work with, Coach Davis again presented a
•mooth-working aggregation on the hardwood
]asl winter.
The center playing of Bill Bryce was always
one of the high lights of all the games. Cheves
hecamc one of the best floor men in the South.
He was always level-headed and proved to be
a steadying inOuence to the other men at all
times. Cheves soon became known for the
manner in which he consistently made seemingly impossible shots.
The Tigers defeated Florida, Furman, Citadel,
Wofford, South Carolina, while losing to fifteen
of the outstanding teams of the South. The
number of defeats is rather misleading because
of the number of single-point victories that
were scored against the Bengals. During the
season, the Tigers played five extra-period contests. Many of the games were played as a
part of a double bill on the same night that the
boxers were in action. These double-headers
drew the largest indoor crowds ever to attend
an athletic contest in the state.

Duckett Funeral Home
Central, S. C.
RELIABLE SERVICE
CLASS '18

1/
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THE PROBLEM
OF

PROPER SANITATION
AND

MAINTENANCE OF FLOORS
IS BEST SOLVED

THROUGH THE REGULAR USE
OF

WEST Guaranteed Products

West Disinfecting Co.
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
Send For Booklet

"THE SCOPE OF SANITATION"
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THE 1937 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Sept.

18 Presbyterian at Clemson.

Sept.

25 Tulane at New Orleans.

Oct.

2 Army at West Point. ·

Oct.

9 Georgia at Athens

Oct.

21 South Carolina at Columbia.

Oct.

13 Wake Forest at Clemson.

Nov.

G Ga. Tech at Atlanta.

Nov.

13 Florida at Gainesville.

Nov.

25 Furman at Greenville.

ATTENTION !
MUSIC & REFRIGERATION
Band and Fretted Instruments, Sheet Music,
Records, Strings, Radios
Steinway and Other High Grade Pianos
Westinghouse Appliances and Refrigeration
for Household and Commercial Purposes
Air Conditioning for the Home and Office

"PAYNE 'S FOR MUSIC, Inc."
Main at Washington Street
GREENVILLE, S. C.
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FOOTBALL

The Clemson Tigers opened their 1936 foot-

ball campaign on Riggs Field with an impresf;ive 19·0 victory over a peppy Presbyterian
outfit. The entire team played excellent football, and again Streak Lawton was the star
of the open.ing contest. Captain Berry and
Mac Folger were other seniors who turned in
outstanding performances. Watson Magee, a
sophomore back, showed promise of becoming
one of the stars of the team for the season.
On Homecoming Day the Tigers got off to
a slow start against V.P.I., but before the
afternoon was over the Bengals had rung up
their first Southern Conference victory by the
score of 20-0. This game featured long runs
by Captain Berry and Folger. Folger ran the
opening kick-off back 64 yards only to lose
the ball on the next play. The passing of
Berry and the receiving of Sam McConnell
were superb that afternoon.
Again the powerful Red Elephants of Alabama defeated the Bengals by the score of
32-0.
Another defeat was suffered the following
week-end at the hands of the Duke Blue Devils.
The Clemson team played the Wade-coached
team off their feet through the first half, but in
the second half the superior reserve strength of
the Duke men and the mud took their toll and
the Tigers went down in defeat to the score
of 25-0.
Under the lights the following week the
Tigers were unable to get going and lost a
heartbreaker to the Wake Forest Deacons 6-0 .
The score was made by a Deacon sub who ran
a Dunt fifty yards fof the touchdown.
For the first time the Tigers clicked. and
South Carolina went down to the score of 19-0.
The Clemson forward wall was invincible that
day and the backs gained at will through
eno1 mous gaps in the Gamecock line.
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For the first time in twenty-five years the
Bengals defeated the highly-touted Engineers
from Tech by the score of 14-13. The superb
kicking of Bailey and the s uccess of some of
his strategy paved the way for the victory.
The Royal Bengals roared steadily onward
with a victory over the Citadel Cadets 20-0.
Tile Cadets were unable to penetrate the Clemson forward wall.
The Kentucky team handed the Tigers a
heartbreaking defeat by the score of 7-6.
In the Thanksgiving Classic the Furman
learn played excellent ball in the second half
and defeated the Tigers 12-0.

BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Not complete but the following games are
tentative.
Open the season around the middle of December. probably with Duke.
The following teams will probably be played
here, and these games will be returned ; Georgia
Tech, Georgia, Auburn, South Carolina, Furman, North Carolina, N. C. State, Wofford, and
Presbyterian.
There is a possibility that the team will make
a trip through Florida which will include a
two game series with the University of Florida.

TENNIS
Hoke Sloan ------------·- ------------- - Coach
During the 1937 season, the Clemson courts
were not available for practice and play. The
new barracks units were placed on the site of
the old courts, and the new courts being built
by the Athletic Association were not complete.
In spite of this handicap, the Tiger team
played several matches on private courts on the
campus and at other schools in the state. The
team had uo outstanding performers, but all
of the members played consistent tennis.
Matches were played with Georgia Tech, Davidson, North Carolina, and several other schools.
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KEY TO CAMPUS MAP

Main Building --------------- --· - - --·
M
Y. M. C. A. --------------------------- __ y
Textile Building --------------------- ____ T
First Barracks - ----------- - ------------· lB
Second Barracks ---- - ------------------- 2B
Third Barracks ---- - --------------· ____ 3B
Fourth Barracks - -------- -----------4B
Power House ---- - ------------------· ____ PH
Laun<lry ----------------------- ____ ·-· LA
Field House --------------------- ________ F
Calhoun Mansion ______________________ CM
Riggs Hall (Engineering) ______________ _ E
Shops ------------- -------------------- SH
Chemistry Building - - ------------------ __ C
Printing
Shop -__________________________
--- - ------------· ___
_ PR
Dairy Building
D
Library __ ___ ___ __ _________________________ L
Long Hall________________
(Agriculture) ______
-------------·
A
Hospital
_______ ·--·
_ H
Hotel ______ ________ ____________________ HQ
Hotel Annex ___________________________ AN
Sheep Barn - --------------------· _
S
Cemetery Hill ---------------------· ___
CH
Horticulture Grounds ___________________ HG
Methodist Church ____________________
_MC
Episcopal Church --------------------· __ EC
Baptist Church __ --------·---· _ ·- _____ TIC
Presbyterian Church _______________ _
_ .PC
Catholic Church ______________ ___ _
--- CC
Sloan 's Building ---------------·-------- _N
Clinkscales Building ________________ - ___ l
L. C. Martin Drug Co. ----------------- ___ R
Masonic Building _________ -·
-- G
Farm Machinery Bldg. ______________
_FM
Keller's Building ------------------·
--- _K
Post Office _____________________ ---PO

gmi{ft~t-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=;~~~~;===~~i;1
Anderson, R. L. ___________ ________
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Armstrong, G. M. ________________________ 131
Arndt, C. H. ____________________________ 75
Asbill, C. M. ____________________________ 31
Aull, G. H. ______________________________ 16
Aull,
----------------"----------- 139
85
Aull, K.
W. R.
B. _ ____________________________
Ayer, T. L. _____________________________ 93
Barnett, D. E. __________________________ 11
Bell, M. C. --------------------------------Y
Blair, W. G. -----------------------------Booker,
. R.
25
Brackett,LR.
N. --------------------------__________________________ 148
Dradley, M. E. __________________________ 129
Brearley, H. C. __________________________ 156
Brown, A. J. ____________________________ so
Brown,
Bryan,
Burley,
Berly,

H.
A.
B.
J.

M. ____________________________
-------------------------- _141
B.
B. ___________________________ 46
A. _______ ____ __________________ 18

Calhoun, F. H. H. ______________________ 161
Calhoun, Miss Ida ________________________ 4
Carter,
M. ____________________________
- -------------------------- 136
38
CRrey, J.G. R.
Carodemos, Peter ______________________ __52
CRlkins, E.W. S. ________________________ 72
Chambers , H. 0. ________________________ 28
Chambers, J. B. ____________________________ 14
Clark, E. L. __ . __________________________ _
Clark, 0. M. ________________ _____________ 61
Clinkscales, F. H. _______________________ 22
Cochran, H. D. __________________________ 147
Coker, E. C. ___________________________ HQ
Collings, G. H. __________________________ 78
Cooke, A .L. ____________________________ HQ
Cook, J. M. ______________________________ 12
Cook, E. W. ____________________________ 134
Cooper, H. P. ____________________________ y
Cooper,
62
Crandall,J.W.R.S. ----------------------------_____ __ __________________ 106
Credle, A. B. ___________________________ 77
Crouch, S. J. L. _________________ __ __________ 36
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Daniel, D. W. --------------------------111
Davis, J. W. ----~-------------------------55
Day, W.G. --------------------------· ___ _
Dumas, A.David
H. ---------------------------·
32
Dunavan,
__ ________________________ 147
Dunlap _______ ---------------------------Earle, Antoinette ________________________ 96
Earle, S. B. ------ ----------------- __ 135
Eaton, R. K. ----------------------------119
Edmund, J.
Edwards,
G. B.
H. --------------------------·
__________________________ 132
Elmore, E. B. ____________________ _______ 162
Epting, C. L. __________________________ HO
Evans, S. W. ____________________________ 5
Feeley,
Fernow, R.B.0.E.-------------------------________________________ 130
124
Freeman, Benj. ______________________
109
Freeman, E. J. -----------------· __
__142
Fulmer, H. L. ______________ _________
_70
Field, George W. -------------------------· _87
Gage, Gaston __________________________ 155
Gammon, J. P. -----------------------· __ 69
Gasque, Miss Eva _____________________ -- 3
Garrison, P. J. _________________ . __
8
Gee, R. E. ________________________ _____ AN
Glenn , H.W.
E. E.
-----------------"--·
_ _ HO
79
Godfrey,
______________________
Goode, Rev. J. K. _ _____________ -·
36
Goodin, P. H. _______________ ____
161
Godbey, E. G. _________ ------------ --Goodman, Carrie R. ___________ __ ___ - 85
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Grapam, Cornelia
_____________________ .143
g~~x~1tB~E.-================~=~=---= 1t~
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Harris, D. N . ___ _________ _________
7G
Helton, K. R. ----------------------------
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Hendricks, J. C. --------------------------Henry, N . H. ______________ - ------- _____ HO
Henry, Mrs. D. H. ________________________ 17
Hewer, Joseph ____________________________ 45
Hodges, B. H. ---------------------------- Y
Hodge, W. F . D. ________________________ HO
Holmes, A. G. ___________________________ 149
Howard, Frank __________________________ 59
Huckabee, M. L. _________________________ 122
Huff, L. D. ___________________________ HO
Hunter, H. L. ___________________________ 143
Hunter, J. E. ____________________________ 138
Holtzendorff, P. B. ______________________ 19
Johnson,
Jones,
R. W.
H. E.
__ __-------------------------________________________ HO
Jones, R. M. _______________ ____________ 147
Keller, I. L. ______________________________ 26
Killinger, G. B. ___________________________ 98
Kinard, F. M. ____________________________ G3
Klugh, W. W. ___________________________ 108
LaGrone, J. W. __________________ ________ HO
LaMaster, J. P. ________________________ 140
Lane, J. D. ______________________________ 113
Lee, R. E. ___________________________ HO
Lewis, I. D. __________________ ____________ 101
Lindsay, Joseph, Jr. ____________________ 65
Lippincott, W. L. _______________________ _HO
Lipscomb, R. W. _______________________ _
Little, S. W. ___________________________ 68
Littlejohn, J. C. ______________________ 103
Lucas, J. P. ____________________________ 160
Long, Mrs. W.W. ______________________ 116
Lindsay, J. G. __________________________ 159
MacLachlan, J. D. ______________________ 29
McCollum, P. S. _______________________ 102
McGinty, R. A. _________________________ 126
McHugh, J. H. __________________________ 44
McHugh, Mrs. L. I. _________________________ 38
McKenna, A. E. _________________________ _
Marshall, J. L. __________________________ 165
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Martin, Mrs. J . W. ________________ ____ 4~
Martin, S.A.M.___________________
-----------------------Meiburg,
_______1602
Milford, Dr. L. W. -------------------- 64
Mills, W. H. -------------------------- 120
Mitchell, J. H. -------------------------· l0fi
Monroe, J. Il. ------------------------- _24
Morgan, C.
Morgan,
T. L.
W.--------------------------_________________________ 53
Morrison, Mrs. W. S. ____________________ 34
Musser,
M. ------------------------- 137
Metz, G. A.
E. ______________________________
115
Neely,
-------------------------__ 128
Nettles,Jess
W. C.
_____________________________
151
Newman Apartments ______________ ____ ___ 7
Newman, C. C. ___________ __ _______________ 21
Nutt, G. B. -------------------- ____ ______ 143
Paden, W . R. ____________________________ 77
Patrick, C. S. _______________ _______ ___ 133
Pollard, F. H. ____________________________ 124
Ramsey, G. L. _________________________ 74
Rawl, E. H. ______________________________ 42
Reed, A. R. ----------------------------Rhyne, O. P. - ------------------Rice, M. A. ---------------------· ______ HO
Ringrose, R. C. _____________ __ ____
88
Rhodes, S. R. _______________________
114
Ritchie, R. R. ________________________ ___ AN
Roark, R. R. ------------------- _______ 27
Robertson, B. F. _________ ________________ 41
Roderick, D. B. __________________________ 89
Rosenkrans, D. B. _____________________ 163
Sams, J. H. _____________________________ 15
Schilletter, A. E. __ ____ __________
_____ 1
Shankliin, A .G. ________________ __ _____ 104
Shanklin,
Miss
Virginia
---------- 124
Sharp, F. A. ________________ ____________
166
Sheldon, D. C. _______________ ___________ 77
Shenk, D. H. __________________ _____ _____ 146
Sherman, F. ____________________________ 100
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Sherman, Joe ____________________________ 54
Slierrill, George R . ____________________ HO
Shigley, J. E . ____________________________ 77
Shiver, Mrs. R. C. ________________________ 4_
Sikes , E . W. _____________________________ 123
Sloan, A. H. ______________________________ 30
Sloa n, Jack -------··------------- _________ 57
Sloan, Miss Jean B. ----------------------- 99
Sloan, W. P. ------------- -------··-- _______ 68
Sta rkey, L . V. ____________________________ 33
Stevenson, J. A. __________________________ 9
Stribling, B. H. -------------- ____________ 84
Smith, Bob __________________________ ____ 81
Tarra nt, W. E . __________________________ 83
Tate, H.R .S . _______________________________
------ - -----------------------123
Taylor,
Telephone Exchange ____________________ 154
Tingley, F. T. __ __ __________________________ 157
Turner, E. C. ____________________________ 56
Veale, Donald, E . ________________________ 23
Wallace , I. E . _____________________________ 37
Walthour, R. F. __________________________ 47
W a rd, J. E. _____________________ __________ lo
Ware, R . E. __________________ __________ AN
W ashington , W. H. ________ ______ .. _______ 121
Watkins, D. W. _________________________ 125
W a tkins, Mrs. W. W. ____________________ 97
WaLson, D. J. ___ _______________________ 112
Weeks, Col. C. W. ______________________ 107
Wertz, Mrs. W . B. ________________________ 40
White,
- ------------------- --------82
Y
Whitten,O.R. M
A.. ____________________________
Wig ington, J. T. ________________________ 51
Willia ms, R. 0. _______________________ ___ 73
Willis, H. H. ____________________________ 162
Wilkmson, H. J . __________________________ 164
WIBe, G. _________ _______________________ 116
Wood"·ard, J. H. __ __ ____________________ HO
White, H. A. _____ _______________________ 67
Wooten, J. D. ---- ----------------------- - 66
Zurll•.1rg, F. W. ____ ________________________ 150
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BOXING
The Tiger pugilists, under the expert tutelai;e
of Coach Bob Jones, enjoyed a very successful
season that saw them on the short end of the
score upon only two occasions.
Victories were charged up against the University of Georgia, South Carolina, ana
Presbyterian College; the first loss was to
N. C. State in the first fight of the season.
The other was to the University of Georgia in
a return match at the end of the seaason.
Murray, Jones, Dorn, and Cason representell
Clemson at the Southern Conference Boxing
Tournament at the University of Maryland,
College Park, Md. Dorn fought his way to our
only cbnference championship; Murray wa:-;
second place winner in his weight; Cason was
a semi-finalist; Jones was a quarter-finalist.
As a whole, the Clemson team made one of the
best showings at the tournament. All of these
men will be in the ring again this year to
carry the Purple and Gold to even greater
heights.
Murray' and Dorn, because of their excellent
showing at the conference, were invited to
California to compete in the National Championship Tournament. They made a creditable
showing but failed to bring home a coveted
national championship.
The loss of Gordon, Fourth Corps Area
Champion, will he seriously felt this year. Tom
Moorer, last year's sophomore heavyweight.
should be a greatly improved fighter this year.
SW IMMING
Ten swimmers and one diver began practice
immediately after the Christmas holidays. The
team had five weeks of practice before the first
meet of the s eason. The first meet of th,•
season was a triple meet with Furman and
N. C. Slate. in the Tiger pool. After a Yery
interes ting display of aquatic prowess the final
score showed State to be leading the Tiger IJy
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a narrow margin with Furman bringing up the
rear. One week later the Tigers traveled to
Atlanta to take Emory in tow by a score of
46-34. Always the most interesting meet of
the season was the next, in which swimmers
from Florida came up to outswim the Tigers
43-41. Journeying to Durham, the Tiger
aquabats lost another meet to Duke 45-39. The
State Meet, always a cinch for the Tigers, was
won handily by Clemson, beating Furman
51-33. During spring holidays the team lost
another meet to Florida in Gainesville by a
score of 53-31. The Tigers were unable to go
to the Conference meet because of sickness .
The season ended with two wins and four
losses.

INTRAMURAL SPORTS
The program of Intramural Sports at Clemson College provides a means of wholesome
recreational activity to a large portion of the
Cadet Corps throughout the entire school year.
The Intramural Sport Program is so designed
that every swdent may find one or more sports
that he is interested in and can take part in
during the year. A list of the sports offered
includes: basketball, touch football, soccer,
track, boxing, tennis, golf, handball, horseshoes,
ping-pong, volleyball, tumbling, bowling, badminton,
hiking,
gymnastics,
shuffleboard,
speedball, archery, swimming, foul-shooting,
rifle-marksmanship, and playground baseball.
Games, meets, contests, leagues, matches , and
tournaments
are
organized
and
regular
schedules conducted in the activities of the
program.
RIFLE
Major Walthour
Instructor
The rifle team under the instructions of
Major Walthour and Sergeant Wilkinson made
a very good record last season, especially with
some of the larger military colleges of the
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East. Special ability was shown in the
shoulder-to-shoulder matches. The men doing
the most outstanding work on the team were
awarded minor "C's" for their efforts and were
taken in the Minor C Club.

TRACK

The Tiger trackmen enjoyed a very success•
ful season last spring which saw them register
dual victories over Furman. South Carolina.
and Presbyterian, while losing to Georgia and
Georgia Tech.
Paced by Captain Bob Carter, the Bengals
won the State track meet by a one-point margin
from South Carolina. This proved to be one
of the most hotly contested track meets ever
run in the state. No records were broken by
the Tiger team. The Clemson men showed
rare form in the distances, the hurdles, anrt
some of the field events. South Carolina 's
Little proved to be supreme in the dashes and
the broad jump. His three firsts in these
events gave him the trophy for the highest
individual score. Captain Carter was a close
second for the scoring honors.
The Tigers boasted several of the south's
finest tracksters in Captain Carter, John Green,
Paul Joyner, Witherspoon, Calhoun, and McConn,3l.
The Georgia team composed of the two
Olympic stars, Bobby Packard, dash man , and
Spec Towns, world champion hurdler, gave the
Tigers the worst defeat of the season. Other
luminaries of the meet were Harmon, the
Georgia high.jumper, Green, the weight man,
and Gillespie, the Bulldog middle•distancc runner.

BASEBALL

The Tigers had prospects for an excellent
team at the beginning of the season. but the
withdrawal from school of several of the outstanding men caused the prospect to look
darker.

ATHLETICS
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As in the previous season, the Tigers got
off to a slow start and did not get going until
the season was well under way. At times t he
team showed rare form and for one game
would play like veterans. T he fielding an d
hitting were not up to par. The pitching was
well above average, but several games were
lost because of one bad miscue by a fielder.
At the end of the season the team seemed
to find new life and took two straight games
from Georgia and followed with another win
from Erskine.
Two new outfielders, Bailey and Magee, reported .for duty near the middle of the season,
and their presence seemed to add greatly to
the Tiger's punch at the bat and in the field.

meveRSf1AROOLD
Greenville's Leading Store
Has a Fine Men's Shop Featuring
Jayson Shirts, Interwoven Socks,
Beau Brummel Ties.
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SOCCER TEAM

Clemson was the first South Carolina college
to organize a soccer team to play other schools.
It was started on an intramural basis in 1933,
and because of the interest created by the games
a varsity squad was developed from the intramural players.
l\fany schools and colleges in the state are
now seeing the value of the sport as a wonderful outdoor activity and are making it a part
of their athletic programs, both intramural
and intercollegiate.
Last season was a very successful one for
the Tigers. They showed up especially well at
the home games. Many exhibition games were
played away from Clemson, especially at the
girls' colleges of the state.
The outstanding game of the season was the
fiercely contested battle with Davidson which
ended in a tie, 2 to 2. An overtime period
of ten minutes failed to break the deadlock; so
the tie score was entered in the record books.

A TRUE SPORTSMAN
Will consider all athletic opponents as guests
and treat them with all the courtesy due
friends and guests.
Will accept all decisions of officials without
questior..
Will never hiss or boo a player or official.
Will never utter abusive irritating remarks
from the sidelines.
Will always applaud opponents when they
make good plays or show good sportsmanship.
Will never attempt to rattle an opposing
player, such as a pitcher in a baseball game
or a player attempting to make a free throw
in a basketball game.

ATHLETICS
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Will seek to win by fair and lawful means,
according lo the rules of the game.
Will Jove t he game for its own sake and nol
for what winning may bring him.
Will "do unto others as he would have them
do unto him ."
Will "w in without boasting and lose without
excuses."

TIGER ROAR
Oo-00-00-00-00-00- Rah
Oo-00-00 -00-00-00- Rah
Oo-00-00-00-00-00- Rah
Whistle. TIGERS

FiaHT 'EM TIGERS
Fight 'em Tigers-Fight 'em Tigers
Fight 'em-Fight' em-Fight' em Tigers.

"JUDGE" KELLER
General Merchandise at Low Prices
New Store Down the Street

~
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TRADE

The firms which advertised in this book
made it possible.

Show them you a p•
precia te it.

Trade With Them

